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Summary
The EO-Miners project deals with the capabilities of Earth Observation (EO) means to
monitor the impact of mining activities on their surroundings.
The purpose of this document is to propose a procedure and protocol for establishing
an EO mission plan. The EO activity can be performed with a variety of sensors from
ground, air and orbit domains. Among these, we selected multispectral, hyperspectral,
radar, aeromagnetic, airborne radiometric, electromagnetic and resistivity (Automated
time-Lapse Electrical Resistivity (ALERT)) sensors, and 3SHED (a soil-penetrating
optical device for ground hyperspectral spectrometry). This document provides the
guidelines for establishing a mission plan for each of these sensors. These guidelines
are designated as a “Mission order” document which is to be submitted to any
potential body who wishes to monitor open mining areas by EO means. Further, this
“Mission order” can also be submitted to other bodies who are interested in extracting
spatial information on the impact of mining activities, but have no standards or
protocols to accomplish such a mission. This is an important issue as EO means
seem to be a perfect tool to monitor the environment, but are still far from being of
practical use on a daily basis. The lack of experience, protocols and guidance for
such a mission represents a significant gap, which this document aims to fill.
As there many EO means with at least as many uses for them, we limited ourselves
to the EO-Miners partners’ expertise and know how, which is detailed in appendix 2.
This document is divided into five sections as follows: first, an introductory section
describing the importance of mission planning and some general aspects of EO
mission planning. Second, the environmental and societal impacts of mines on their
surroundings are screened. The mission goals should be extracted from this section.
The third section gives an overview of the variety of available EO tools which can be
useful for thematic mapping of the environmental phenomena described in section 2.
A list of guidelines to achieve a successful mission plan can be found in section 4, as
well as general guidelines for determining and visiting the survey area. Section 5 is
the operative part of this document: it explains how to select targets and EO tools,
and provides detailed information on ground, air and space mission planning
procedures. Based on this description, we allocate EO means for each of the three
sites selected in the EO-Miners project to examine the problems that need to be
mapped. “Mission order” examples from the Sokolov open pit mine in the Czech
Republic using hyperspectral EO means and from Witbank coalfields using airborne
radiometric, electromagnetic, resistivity and gravity EO means are provided (the
Witbank mining district covers a very large area and includes mines encompassing all
stages of mining, from exploration through modern operation, as well as mines
undergoing closure. The Council for Geoscience has identified a total of 209
abandoned mines in this catchment, including 118 coal mines).
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1 Introduction
1.1 Earth Observation Mission Planning
Earth Observation (EO) by means of sensing technology (electro-optics and
electromagnetics) is an ongoing task with a wide range of applications (e.g. military,
environment, climate, agriculture, positioning, etc.). A different sensor is required for
each application and sometimes, a combination of sensors is needed to fully cover
the problem at hand. Every application can contain a subapplication. Thus, fine-tuned
selection of the proper technology is required to monitor a certain phenomenon and to
develop operative applications for the end user. It should be noted that often, a
remote sensing analyst will develop and base his/her expertise on one or two sensors
and ultimately (due to limited sensor capability) be unable to answer all of the
questions raised by the end user or stakeholders. It is thus important to first allocate
the problem at hand to experts with proper sensors to answer the question.
In the EO-Miners project, we envisage missions, such as monitoring the environment
of open pit mines, from various aspects that are important to the stakeholders and
environmental authorities. For every aspect or question raised by the customer, it is
important to select the proper EO mean(s) toward achieving the requested mission.
For that purpose, a list of sensors available in all domains (field, air and space) and a
list of experts in the selected technologies are needed. Another important task is
allocating resources to conduct such a mission. It should be noted that in some
cases, it is possible to use several EO technologies for a selected question,
depending on the accuracy requested from the end product, that is to say thematic
maps of the question at hand. Validation of the acquired data and results should be
an integrated part of the mission planning. In appendix 2 of this document, a
comprehensive description of the expertise of the EO-Miners partners is given. This
provides an example of the way the end user should allocate experts to the selected
technology. Likewise, EO-Miners deliverable D1.8 (Falck et al. 2012) provides a
comprehensive review of EO systems and their performance. Once a question is
raised, sensors and experts are selected to plan and carry out the mission. This
deliverable thus provides the steps and protocols for planning and accomplishing an
EO mission, from data acquisition for the area in question to sending them to the next
stage, namely data processing.

1.2 The Importance of Mission Planning
Any project is a unique endeavor, a special task that has never been done before.
Consequently, it is very difficult or even impossible to know precisely, at the initial
planning stage, all of the activities that will be needed to complete the project, or their
cost or duration. A typical description of the project manager's goal is “…to bring a
project to completion on time, within the budget cost, and to meet the planned
performance or end-product goals." This commonly held view of the project
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manager's task is based on the assumption that the performance or end product
goals are always clear and well defined in advance. All the project manager has to do
is to prepare a solid project plan, and follow it all the way to success. Although there
are some that claim that too much planning can curtail the creativity of the project
team, there is no argument that at least a minimum level of planning is required. In
fact, although planning does not guarantee project success, lack of planning will
probably guarantee failure (Dvir et al. 2003).
Mission planning is one of the core steps to effectively exploiting the capabilities of
multilevel cooperative control of multiple semiautonomous entities (Cruz et al. 2003)
The fundamental question underlying a distributed organizational design—who should
perform which part of the mission?—implies that the mission must be decomposable
into a set of entities. These entities are generally referred to as tasks. A task is an
activity that entails the use of relevant resources (provided by organizational
platforms) and is carried out by an individual decision-maker or group of decisionmakers to accomplish the mission objectives. Every task in itself represents a “small
mission” and can often be further broken down into more elementary tasks (Levchuk
et al. 2002). No effort should be spared in the initial stages of a project to properly
define its goals and deliverable requirements. This task cannot be achieved without
customer or end-user involvement in the process. End-user involvement should start
at the first stage of the project and continue until its successful completion. Of special
importance is end user's involvement until the end-product specifications have been
firmly established, and formal planning is in the hands of the project manager; the
development of requirements and specifications is dependent on tight cooperation
with the end user (Dvir et al. 2003). To monitor environmental hazards in the mining
industry, one must decide on the aims and goals of the mission's tasks, and then
choose the most suitable tools for each task.
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Figure 1-1: A general flow chart for EO mission planning procedure

2 Environmental and societal impact of mining
Quantification of the effects that mining activities have on ecosystems is a major issue
in sustainable development and resources management. The conflict between mining
activities and environmental protection has intensified over recent years, emphasizing
the need for improved information on the dynamics of the possible impacts at both
regional and local scales. Assessing cumulative environmental impacts is an
important aspect of sustainable management and involves balancing benefits from
resource exploitation against environmental degradation. The success in defining an
appropriate balance directly depends on our ability to quantitatively predict and
assess impacts on the environment caused by industrial developments (Latifovic et al.
2005).
Numerous and divers environmental issues are related to the impact of the mining
industry on its surroundings (Figure 2-1). One can determine the environmental
issues that can be detected and monitored by Earth Observation (EO) techniques and
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methods. Those issues where chosen based on the experience of the project
participants and their basic aspects are described below.

2.1 Operations and major pollutant sources
At mining sites, the major pollutant sources of concern include waste rock/overburden
disposal, tailings, heap leaches/dump leaches, and mine water.
Waste rock/overburden is made of the soil and rock-mining operations move during
the process of accessing an ore or mineral body. It also includes rock removed while
sinking shafts, and accessing or exploiting the ore body and rock bedded with the ore.
The size of the waste rock ranges from small clay particles to boulders. Waste rock
can be used as backfill in previously excavated areas or transported off-site and used
at construction projects. However, most of the waste rock generated is disposed of in
piles near the mine site.
Tailings are the waste solids remaining after beneficiation of ore through a variety of
milling processes. After the ore is extracted from the mine, the first step in
beneficiation is generally crushing and grinding. The crushed ores are then
concentrated to free the valuable mineral and metal particles from the less valuable
rock. Beneficiation processes include physical/chemical separation techniques such
as gravity concentration, magnetic separation, electrostatic separation, flotation,
solvent extraction, electrowinning, leaching, precipitation, and amalgamation.
Conventional beneficiation processes generate tailings, which generally leave the mill
as slurry consisting of 40 to 70 percent liquid and 30 to 60 percent solids. Most mine
tailings are disposed of in onsite impoundment, such as tailings ponds or tailings
dams.
Leaching is another beneficiation process commonly used to recover certain metals,
including gold, silver, copper, and uranium, from their ores. In dump leaching, the
material to be leached is generally placed (or is already located) directly on the
ground and a leaching solution is applied to the material. The type of leaching solution
used depends on the characteristics of the ore and the mineral. As the liquid
percolates through the ore, it leaches out metals. Leaching may recover economic
quantities for years or decades. Dump leach piles can be very large, often covering
hundreds of acres. Heap leaching (as distinguished from dump leaching) is used for
higher trade (more valuable) ores and is generally smaller than dump leach
operations. Almost invariably, there are one or more impermeable liners under the
leach material to maximize recovery of the leachate. Heap leaching often takes place
over months rather than years. When leaching no longer produces economically
attractive quantities of valuable metals, the spent ore is left in place (or nearby) after
rinsing or other detoxification.
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Long-Term Nature of Mining Impacts
Closure of a mining operation occurs during temporary shutdown of operations or
permanent decommissioning of the facilities. During downturns in metals markets and
cash flows, temporary shutdowns can reduce the expenditures necessary to maintain
environmental controls (roads and diversions erode, siltation ponds and spillways
deteriorate even as they are filling and losing treatment capacity). Although
reclamation is often thought of as involving only re-grading and re-vegetation,
permanent closure now includes such actions as removal/disposal of stored fuels and
chemicals, structure tear down, removal of roadways and ditches, sealing of adits,
capping of tailings, waste detoxification and final removal of sediment control
structures and/or reestablishment of drainage ways. Long-term maintenance is
required in many closure situations, such as equipment fuelling and lubrication after
normal maintenance facilities have been removed, water diversions, dam stability,
water treatment, and treatment sludge management. Without accrued funds or other
cash flows to cover these expenses, there can be substantial risk of inadequate
sometimes based primarily on re-grading and re-vegetation, and thus can easily
underestimate true closure expenses. Complicating the effective environmental
control at mining sites is the interrelationship between the extraction, beneficiation,
and processing of the ore material and the waste materials generated from each of
these operations. Together, mining operations and the pollutant sources of concern
can affect surface and ground water quality, create hydrological impacts, decrease air
quality, contaminate soils, and diminish ecosystem quality. The major categories of
environmental problems encountered from mining are discussed briefly below. The
following sections describe surface water quality, ground water quality, hydrological
impacts, physical stability, air quality, soils and terrestrial and aquatic
habitat/ecosystem quality issues.
Mission planning emphasizes
Planning a mission for mapping the above mentioned major pollutant sources will
include the use of a wide variety of sensors. These should be able to detect Land Use
Land Cover (LULC) changes as well as chemical variations in soil and water. The
possibility for acquiring time lapse images is of major importance for long-term nature
of mining impacts. For detailed sensor information refer to section 3.2 .
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Figure 2-1: Environmental impact of the mining industry on its surroundings area – an
example scheme (EO-Miners original illustration)

2.2 Process and impact of Soil, Surface water and Ground water
contamination
Improper waste disposal practices can cause increased turbidity in receiving waters
and the release of acid-mine drainage (AMD). This contamination can also be caused
by the discharge of highly-mineralized water and other hazardous materials
(depending on the type of mine). Prediction of AMD is the key factor in predicting the
release of dissolved metals from active and past mining operations. Within an active
mining operation, the AMD can be generated from a number of sources including
waste rock dumps, ore stock piles, tailings deposits (Based on the above described
problems it appears that indicators, sensors and mission planning to monitor those
problems are an important issue. Thus, a mission planning to that end is aimed at
mapping first AMD distribution and the potential of other areas to cause AMD related
problems by tracking after the Fe specious. Other missions are to map and monitor
heavy metals, vegetation stress, water conditions, dust contamination and all
problems occurs in this areas during and after the mining activity. Mapping these
problems will be done by selecting the proper sensors to detect the phenomena at
question, understand the indicators these sensors are able to monitor and to develop
a proper methodology that enables the projection of the information in spatialcognitive domains that is readable and understandable by the end-users.

Mission planning emphasizes
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Planning a mission for the detection and monitoring of AMD is one of the major
concerns in Earth Observation of mining environmental impact. A combination of
chemical analysis with ground, air and space remote sensing monitoring should be
applied. Tools such as hyperspectral sensors (section 3.1.1.1), thermal sensors
(section 3.1.2), resistivity/conductivity sensors (section3.1.5) and others can be of
high importance for this matter.
Figure 2-2) and the mine pit itself (Salomons 1995). Coal or mineral mining operations
generate pyritic wastes that are often deposited at open lands near the mine sites.
Chemical or biochemical oxidation of pyrites in the waste piles results in the
production of sulfuric acid solutions with pH values frequently less than 2. In addition,
these low pH leachates often contain high concentrations of toxic heavy metals (Kim,
Kilbane, & Cha, 1999). The prerequisite for AMD is the generation of acid at a faster
rate than it can be neutralized by any alkaline materials in the waste; access of
oxygen and water and a rate of precipitation higher than evaporation (

Figure 2-3) (Salomons 1995). AMD polluted water normally contains high levels of iron,
aluminum, and acid. Drainage acidity arises from oxidation of pyrite, the crystalline form
of iron sulfide. The contaminated water is often reddish-brown in color, indicating high
levels of oxidized iron. Mining disturbs pyrite and, as a result, pyrite weathers and reacts
with oxygen and water in the environment (Hadley & Snow 1974). The result is a
contamination of surface water, ground water and soil (

Figure 2-3). Pyrite oxidation creates sulfuric acid and ferrous and ferric sulfates. The
method by which pyrite oxidizes to form sulfuric acid and ferric hydroxide proceeds as
follows:
→
→
3

→

2
3

→2
Equation 1 describes the oxidation of pyrite that occurs abiotically with catalysis by
Thiobacillus ferrooxidans (Forstner, Salomons 1988). Equations 2 and 3 represent the
oxidation of ferrous iron to ferric iron and the consequent precipitation of ferric iron as
ferric hydroxide. The two reactions account for the characteristic reddish-brown color
of sediments contaminated by acid drainage. The three reactions combine to form the
fourth stoichiometric equation, describing the complete reaction of pyrite and the
formation of sulfuric acid (Hadley & Snow 1974). In undisturbed natural systems, this
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oxidation process occurs at slow rates over geologic time periods. When pyrite is
exposed to oxygen and water it is oxidized, resulting in hydrogen ion release - acidity,
sulfate ions, and soluble metal ions as shown in equation 1. The acidity of water is
typically expressed as pH or the logarithmic concentration of hydrogen ion
concentration in water such that a pH of 6 has ten times the hydrogen ion content of
neutral pH 7 water (Younger et al. 2002). Water contaminated by AMD, often
containing elevated concentrations of metals, can be toxic to aquatic organisms,
leaving receiving streams devoid of most living creatures (Kimmel 1983). Receiving
waters may have pH as low as 2.0 to 4.5, levels toxic to most forms of aquatic life (Hill
1974). Data relating to specific effects of low pH on growth and reproduction (Fromm
1980) may be related to calcium metabolism and protein synthesis. Fromm (1980)
suggested that a “no effects” level of pH for successful reproduction is near 6.5, while
most fish species are not affected when the pH is in a range from 5.5 to 10.5. Howells
et al. (1983) reported interactions of pH, calcium, and aluminum may be important to
understanding the overall effects on fish survival and productivity. Several reports
indicate low pH conditions alter gill membranes or change gill mucus resulting in
death due to hypoxia. Hatchery raised salmonids can tolerate pH 5.0, but below this
level hemeostatic electrolyte and osmotic mechanisms become impaired (Fromm
1980).
Hydrology issues
Mine design not only impacts day-to-day operations, but also closure and postclosure conditions. Mine design, and location, can affect the following site conditions,
which in turn can result affect environmental performance.


Regional surface and ground water movement.



Ground water inflow into the mine, with subsequent contact with mining
related pollutants.



Surface water inflow and precipitation related recharge.



Increases in surface and ground water interaction with the mine workings
because of subsidence.



Loss of surface features such as lakes through subsidence.



Pathways for post closure flow resulting from adits, shafts, and overall mine
design.



Operational and post closure geochemistry and resulting toxics mobility.



Overall site water and mass balance.
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Specifically, mine water, ground water withdrawal, and land subsidence can
potentially create environmental problems that cannot be easily corrected.
Cyanide Heap Leaching to Surface and Ground Water
For over a century, the mining industry has used cyanide as a pyrite depressant in
base metal flotation and in gold extraction. Continued improvements in cyanidation
technology have allowed the economic mining of increasingly lower-grade gold ores.
Together with continued high gold prices, these improvements have resulted in
increasing amounts of cyanide being used in mining. The mining industry now uses
much of the sodium cyanide produced in the United States, with more than 100
million pounds used by gold/silver leaching operations in 1990. The acute toxicity of
cyanide, and many major incidents like the cyanide spill that occurred in Baia Mare in
Romania in January 2000, have focused attention on the use of cyanide in the mining
industry. When exposure occurs (e.g., via inhalation or ingestion), cyanide interferes
with many organisms' oxygen metabolism and can be lethal in a short time. Overall,
cyanide can cause three major types of environmental impacts: First,
cyanidecontaining ponds and ditches can present an acute hazard to wildlife and
birds. Tailings ponds present similar hazards, but less frequently (because of lower
cyanide concentrations). Second, spills can result in cyanide reaching surface water
or ground water and cause short-term (e.g., fish kills) or long-term (e.g.,
contamination of drinking water) impacts. Finally, cyanide in active heaps, ponds and
in mining waste, primarily spent ore heaps, dumps and tailings impoundment may be
released and present hazards to surface water or ground water. Geochemical
changes can also affect the mobility of heavy metals.

Metals and Dissolved Pollutants in Surface and Ground Water
Dissolved pollutants (primarily metals, sulphates, and nitrates) can migrate from
mining operations to local ground and surface water. While AMD can enhance
contaminant mobility by promoting leaching from exposed wastes and mine
structures, releases can also occur under neutral pH conditions. Primary sources of
dissolved pollutants from metal mining operations include underground and surface
mine workings, overburden and waste rock piles, tailings piles and impoundment,
direct discharges from conventional milling/beneficiation operations, leach piles and
processing facilities, chemical storage areas (runoff and spills), and reclamation
activities. Discharges of process water, mine water, runoff, and seepage are the
primary transport mechanisms to surface water and ground water. One potential
source of dissolved pollutants is chemical usage in mining and beneficiation.
Common types of reagents include copper, zinc, chromium, cyanide, nitrate and
phenolic compounds, and, at copper leaching operations, sulphuric acid. Except for
leaching operations and possibly the extensive use of nitrate compounds in blasting
and reclamation, the quantities of reagents used are very small compared with the
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volumes of water generated. As a result, the risks from releases of toxic pollutants
from non-leaching-related reagents are generally limited. The occurrence of specific
pollutants, their release potential, and the associated risks are highly dependent on
facility-specific conditions, including: design and operation of extraction and
beneficiation operations, waste and materials management practices, extent of
treatment/mitigation measures, the environmental setting (including climate, geology,
hydrogeology, waste and ore mineralogy and geochemistry, etc.) and nature of and
proximity to human and environmental receptors. Dissolved pollutants discharged to
surface waters can partition to sediments. Specifically, some toxic constituents (e.g.,
lead and mercury) associated with discharges from mining operations are often found
at elevated levels in sediments, while undetected in the water column. Sediment
contamination may affect human health through consumption of fish that bioaccumulate toxic pollutants. Furthermore, elevated levels of toxic pollutants in
sediments can have direct acute and chronic impacts on macro-invertebrates and
other aquatic life. Finally, sediment contamination provides a long-term source of
pollutants through potential re-dissolution in the water column.
Erosion and Sedimentation
Because of the large area of land disturbed by mining operations and the large
quantities of earthen materials exposed at sites, erosion can be a major concern at
hardrock mining sites. Consequently, erosion control must be considered from the
beginning of operations through completion of reclamation. Erosion may cause
significant loading of sediments (and any entrained chemical pollutants) to nearby
waterbodies, especially during severe storm events and high snow melt periods.
Sediment-laden surface runoff typically originates as sheet flow and collects in rills,
natural channels or gullies, or artificial conveyances. The ultimate deposition of the
sediment may occur in surface waters or it may be deposited within the flood plains of
a stream valley. Historically, erosion and sedimentation processes have caused the
build-up of thick layers of mineral fines and sediment within regional flood plains and
the alteration of aquatic habitat and the loss of storage capacity within surface waters.
The main factors influencing erosion includes the volume and velocity of runoff from
precipitation events, the rate of precipitation infiltration downward through the soil, the
amount of vegetative cover, the slope length or the distance from the point of origin of
overland flow to the point where deposition begins, and operational erosion control
structures.
Major sources of erosion/sediment loading at mining sites can include open pit areas,
heap and dump leaches, waste rock and overburden piles, tailings piles and dams,
haul roads and access roads, ore stockpiles, vehicle and equipment maintenance
areas, exploration areas, and reclamation areas. A further concern is that exposed
materials from mining operations (mine workings, wastes, contaminated soils, etc.)
may contribute sediments with chemical pollutants, principally heavy metals. The
variability in natural site conditions (e.g., geology, vegetation, topography, climate,
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and proximity to and characteristics of surface waters), combined with significant
differences in the quantities and characteristics of exposed materials at mines,
preclude any generalisation of the quantities and characteristics of sediment loading.
The types of impacts associated with erosion and sedimentation are numerous,
typically producing both short-term and long-term impacts. In surface waters, elevated
concentrations of particulate matter in the water column can produce both chronic and
acute toxic effects in fish.
Sediments deposited in layers in flood plains or terrestrial ecosystems can produce
many impacts associated with surface waters, ground water, and terrestrial
ecosystems. Minerals associated with deposited sediments may depress the pH of
surface runoff thereby mobilizing heavy metals that can infiltrate into the surrounding
subsoil or can be carried away to nearby surface waters. The associated impacts
could include substantial pH depression or metals loading to surface waters and/or
persistent contamination of ground water sources. Contaminated sediments may also
lower the pH of soils to the extent that vegetation and suitable habitat are lost.
Beyond the potential for pollutant impacts on human and aquatic life, there are
potential physical impacts associated with the increased runoff velocities and volumes
from new land disturbance activities. Increased velocities and volumes can lead to
downstream flooding, scouring of stream channels, and structural damage to bridge
footings and culvert entries.
In areas where air emissions have deposited acidic particles and the native
vegetation has been destroyed, runoff has the potential to increase the rate of erosion
and lead to removal of soil from the affected area. This is particularly true where the
landscape is characterized by steep and rocky slopes. Once the soils have been
removed, it is difficult for the slope to be re-vegetated either naturally or with human
assistance.
Specific issues of Soil contamination
Mining operations routinely modify the surrounding landscape by exposing previously
undisturbed earthen materials. Erosion of exposed soils, extracted mineral ores,
tailings, and fine material in waste rock piles can result in substantial sediment
loading to surface waters and drainage ways. In addition, spills and leaks of
hazardous materials and the deposition of contaminated windblown dust can lead to
soil contamination.
Human health and environmental risks from soils generally fall into two categories: (1)
contaminated soil resulting from windblown dust and (2) soils contaminated from
chemical spills and residues. Fugitive dust can pose significant environmental
problems at some mines. The inherent toxicity of the dust depends upon the proximity
of environmental receptors and type of ore being mined. High levels of arsenic, lead,
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and radionuclides in windblown dust usually pose the greatest risk. Soils
contaminated from chemical spills and residues at mine sites may pose a direct
contact risk when these materials are misused as fill materials, ornamental
landscaping, or soil supplements.
A contamination of this kind might also occur along transport lines to and from mining
areas, and within flow pathways based on the terrain. Mining practices can lead to
alteration of the hydrogeology of the area, particularly where layers which act as
natural groundwater barriers are penetrated, leading to the flow of contaminated
water into potentially sensitive aquifers. In addition, changes in ground water table
might occur: lowering the water table due to pumping, affecting ground water
recharge rate also outside the mining area, or water rise and water decant when
pumping is stopped due to mine closure.
Based on the above described problems it appears that indicators, sensors and
mission planning to monitor those problems are an important issue. Thus, a mission
planning to that end is aimed at mapping first AMD distribution and the potential of
other areas to cause AMD related problems by tracking after the Fe specious. Other
missions are to map and monitor heavy metals, vegetation stress, water conditions,
dust contamination and all problems occurs in this areas during and after the mining
activity. Mapping these problems will be done by selecting the proper sensors to
detect the phenomena at question, understand the indicators these sensors are able
to monitor and to develop a proper methodology that enables the projection of the
information in spatial- cognitive domains that is readable and understandable by the
end-users.

Mission planning emphasizes
Planning a mission for the detection and monitoring of AMD is one of the major
concerns in Earth Observation of mining environmental impact. A combination of
chemical analysis with ground, air and space remote sensing monitoring should be
applied. Tools such as hyperspectral sensors (section 3.1.1.1), thermal sensors
(section 3.1.2), resistivity/conductivity sensors (section3.1.5) and others can be of
high importance for this matter.
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Figure 2-2: Waste piles and tailing deposits

Figure 2-3: Sources and generation of Acid Mine Drainage (AMD).
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Figure 2-4: Orange color AMD from the surface (top left) and from the air (top right).
AMD is disastrous to vegetation when accumulating in lakes (bottom).
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2.3 Air pollution
Opencast mining creates wider air-quality deterioration due to dust and gaseous
pollutants in and around the mining complexes (Figure 2-5). The magnitude and
impact depend on the methods, scale and concentration of mining activities, and the
geological and geomorphologic setting (Ghose, 2001). Air pollution in coal mines
cuased by the emission of particulate matter and gases such as methane (CH4),
sulfur dioxide (SO2) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx). The use of explosives releases
carbon monoxide (CO), which poses a health risk for mine workers. Dust and coal
particles stirred up during the mining process, as well as the soot released during coal
transport, can cause severe and potentially deadly respiratory problems. The mining
operations like drilling, blasting, movement of the heavy earth moving vscreening,
sizing and segregation units are the major sources of emissions and air pollution.
Under-ground mine fire is also a major source of air pollution in some of the coal
fields.
High levels of suspended particulate matter (“dust”) increase respiratory diseases
such as chronic bronchitis and asthma cases while gaseous emissions contribute
towards global warming besides causing health hazards to the exposed population
(Sharma 2009).
A mission planning to that end must be taken all or part of the atmosphere
parameters and direct one or more sensors to monitor the atmosphere contamination
accordingly. A road map that will suggest sensor at hand must also consists method
to monitor the question. It is also necessary to set parameters for spatial, point and
combined mapping system based on the end-user needs.
From the global update of air quality guidelines for particulate matter, ozone, nitrogen
dioxide and sulfur dioxide published in 2005 by the WHO:
Particulate matter (PM)
Guidelines: PM2.5: 10 μg/m3 annual mean, 25 μg/m3 24-hour mean
PM10: 20 μg/m3 annual mean, 50 μg/m3 24-hour mean
The evidence on airborne particulate matter (PM) and its public health impact is
consistent in showing adverse health effects at exposures that are currently
experienced by urban populations in both developed and developing countries. The
range of health effects is broad, but are predominantly to the respiratory and
cardiovascular systems. All population is affected, but susceptibility to the pollution
may vary with health or age. The risk for various outcomes has been shown to
increase with exposure and there is little evidence to suggest a threshold below which
no adverse health effects would be anticipated. In fact, the low end of the range of
concentrations at which adverse health effects has been demonstrated is not greatly
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above the background concentration, which for particles smaller than 2.5 μm (PM2.5)
has been estimated to be 3–5 μg/m3 in both the United States and western Europe.
The epidemiological evidence shows adverse effects of PM following both short-term
and long-term exposures.
As thresholds have not been identified, and given that there is substantial interindividual variability in exposure and in the response in a given exposure, it is unlikely
that any standard or guideline value will lead to complete protection for every
individual against all possible adverse health effects of particulate matter. Rather, the
standard-setting process needs to aim at achieving the lowest concentrations
possible in the context of local constraints, capabilities and public health priorities.
Quantitative risk assessment offers one way of comparing alternative control
scenarios and of estimating the residual risk associated with a particular guideline
value. Both the United States Environmental Protection Agency and the European
Commission have recently used this approach to revise their air quality standards for
PM. Countries are encouraged to consider adopting an increasingly stringent set of
standards, tracking progress through the monitoring of emission reductions and
declining concentrations of PM. To assist this process, the numerical guideline and
interim target values given here reflect the concentrations at which increased mortality
responses due to PM air pollution are expected based on current scientific findings.
The choice of indicator for particulate matter also requires consideration. At present,
most routine air quality monitoring systems generate data based on the measurement
of PM10 as opposed to other particulate matter sizes. Consequently, the majority of
epidemiological studies use PM10 as the exposure indicator. PM10 represents the
particle mass that enters the respiratory tract and, moreover, it includes both the
coarse (particle size between 2.5 and 10 μm) and fine particles (measuring less than
2.5 μm, PM2.5) that are considered to contribute to the health effects observed in
urban environments. The former is primarily produced by mechanical processes such
as construction activities, road dust re-suspension and wind, whereas the latter
originates primarily from combustion sources. In most urban environments, both
coarse and fine mode particles are present, but the proportion of particles in these
two size ranges is likely to vary substantially between cities around the world,
depending on local geography, meteorology and specific PM sources. In some areas,
the combustion of wood and other biomass fuels can be an important source of
particulate air pollution, the resulting combustion particles being largely in the fine
(PM2.5) mode. Although few epidemiological studies have compared the relative
toxicity of the products of fossil fuel and biomass combustion, similar effect estimates
are found for a wide range of cities in both developed and developing countries. It is,
therefore, reasonable to assume that the health effects of PM2.5 from both of these
sources are broadly the same. By the same token, the WHO AQG for PM can also be
applied to the indoor environment, specifically in the developing world, where large
populations are exposed to high levels of combustion particles derived from indoor
stoves and fires.
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Although PM10 is the more widely reported measure, and also the indicator of
relevance to the majority of the epidemiological data, for reasons that are discussed
below, the WHO AQGs for PM are based on studies that use PM2.5 as an indicator.
The PM2.5 guideline values are converted to the corresponding PM10 guideline
values by application of a PM2.5/PM10 ratio of 0.5. A PM2.5/PM10 ratio of 0.5 is
typical of developing country urban areas and is at the bottom of the range found in
developed country urban areas (0.5–0.8). When setting local standards, and
assuming the relevant data are available, a different value for this ratio, i.e. one that
better reflects local conditions, may be employed.
Based on known health effects, both short-term (24-hour) and long-term (annual
mean) guidelines are needed for both indicators of PM pollution.
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Guidelines: 40 μg/m3 annual mean200 μg/m3 1-hour mean
As an air pollutant, nitrogen dioxide (NO2) has multiple roles, which are often difficult
or sometimes impossible to separate from one another:
i. Animal and human experimental studies indicate that NO2– at short-term
concentrations exceeding 200 μg/m3 – is a toxic gas with significant health effects.
Animal toxicological studies also suggest that long-term exposure to NO2 at
concentrations above current ambient concentrations has adverse effects.
ii. Numerous epidemiological studies have used NO2 as a marker for the cocktail of
combustion-related pollutants, in particular, those emitted by road traffic or indoor
combustion sources. In these studies, any observed health effects could also have
been associated with other combustion products, such as ultrafine particles, nitrous
oxide (NO), particulate matter or benzene. Although several studies – both outdoors
and indoors – have attempted to focus on the health risks of NO2, the contributing
effects of these other, highly correlated co-pollutants were often difficult to rule out.
iii. Most atmospheric NO2 is emitted as NO, which is rapidly oxidized by ozone to
NO2. Nitrogen dioxide, in the presence of hydrocarbons and ultraviolet light, is the
main source of tropospheric ozone and of nitrate aerosols, which form an important
fraction of the ambient air PM2.5 mass.
The current WHO guideline value of 40 μg/m3 (annual mean) was set to protect the
public from the health effects of gaseous NO2. The rationale for this was that because
most abatement methods are specific to NOX, they are not designed to control other
co-pollutants, and may even increase their emissions. If, however, NO2 is monitored
as a marker for complex combustion-generated pollution mixtures, a lower annual
guideline value should be used (WHO, 2000).
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There is still no robust basis for setting an annual average guideline value for NO2
through any direct toxic effect. Evidence has emerged, however, that increases the
concern over health effects associated with outdoor air pollution mixtures that include
NO2. For instance, epidemiological studies have shown that bronchitic symptoms of
asthmatic children increase in association with annual NO2 concentration, and that
reduced lung function growth in children is linked to elevated NO2 concentrations
within communities already at current North American and European urban ambient
air levels. A number of recently published studies have demonstrated that NO2 can
have a higher spatial variation than other traffic-related air pollutants, for example,
particle mass. These studies also found adverse effects on the health of children
living in metropolitan areas characterized by higher levels of NO2 even in cases where
the overall city-wide NO2 level was fairly low.
Long-term exposures
Recent indoor studies have provided evidence of effects on respiratory symptoms
among infants at NO2 concentrations below 40 μg/m3. These associations cannot be
completely explained by co-exposure to PM, but it has been suggested that other
components in the mixture (such as organic carbon and nitrous acid vapour) might
explain part of the observed association.
Taken together, the above findings provide some support for a lowering of the current
annual NO2 guideline value. However, it is unclear to what extent the health effects
observed in epidemiological studies are attributable to NO2 itself or to the other
primary and secondary combustion-related products with which it is typically
correlated. Thus it can be argued that the available scientific literature has not
accumulated sufficient evidence to justify revising the existing WHO AQG for annual
NO2 concentrations. Nevertheless, since NO2 concentrations in ambient air are
routinely measured but those of other correlated combustion-derived pollutants are
not, it seems reasonable to retain a prudent annual average limit value for NO2. Such
a limit allows for the fact that there may be direct toxic effects of chronic NO2
exposure at low levels. In addition, maintaining the annual guideline value may help to
control complex mixtures of combustion-related pollution (mainly from road traffic).
Short-term exposures
A number of short-term experimental human toxicology studies have reported acute
health effects following exposure to 1-hour NO2 concentrations in excess of 500
μg/m3. Although the lowest level of NO2 exposure to show a direct effect on
pulmonary function in asthmatics in more than one laboratory is 560 μg/m3, studies of
bronchial responsiveness among asthmatics suggest an increase in responsiveness
at levels upwards from 200 μg/m3.
Since the existing WHO AQG short-term NO2 guideline value of 200 μg/m3 (1-hour)
has not been challenged by more recent studies, it is retained.
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In conclusion, the guideline values for NO2 remain unchanged in comparison to the
existing WHO AQG levels, i.e. 40 μg/m3 for annual mean and 200 μg/m3 for 1-hour
mean.
Based on known health effects, both short-term (24-hour) and long-term (annual
mean) guidelines are needed for both indicators of PM pollution.
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
Guidelines: 20 μg/m3 24-hour mean500 μg/m3 10-minute mean
Short-term exposures
Controlled studies involving exercising asthmatics indicate that a proportion
experience changes in pulmonary function and respiratory symptoms after periods of
exposure to SO2 as short as 10 minutes. Based on this evidence, it is recommended
that a SO2 concentration of 500 μg/m3 should not be exceeded over averaging
periods of 10 minutes duration. Because short-term SO2 exposure depends very
much on the nature of local sources and the prevailing meteorological conditions, it is
not possible to apply a simple factor to this value in order to estimate corresponding
guideline values over longer time periods, such as one hour.
Long-term exposures (over 24-hours)
Early estimates of day-to-day changes in mortality, morbidity or lung function in
relation to 24-hour average concentrations of SO2 were necessarily based on
epidemiological studies in which people are typically exposed to a mixture of
pollutants. As there was little basis for separating the contributions of individual
pollutants to the observed health outcomes, prior to 1987, guideline values for SO2
were linked to corresponding values for PM. This approach led to the setting of an
AQG value for SO2 of 125 μg/m3 as a 24-hour average, after applying an uncertainty
factor of 2 to the lowest-observed-adverse-effect level (WHO, 1987). In the second
edition of the WHO Air quality guidelines for Europe (WHO, 2000), it was noted that
later epidemiological studies documented separate and independent adverse public
health effects for PM and SO2 , and this led to a separate WHO AQG for SO2 of 125
μg/m3 (24-hour mean).
Mapping air pollution can be done either by detecting the airborne pollutants utilizing
imaging spectroscopy, or by detecting deposited or precipitated pollutants on various
surfaces (plants, buildings, dust traps etc.).
Humans can be adversely affected by exposure to air pollutants in ambient air. In
response, the European Union has developed an extensive body of legislation which
establishes health based standards and objectives for a number of pollutants in air.
These standards and objectives are summarized in Table 1. These apply over
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differing periods of time because the observed health impacts associated with the
various pollutants occur over different exposure times.
Table 1: EU Air Quality Standards
Pollutant

Concentration

Averaging
period

Legal nature

Permitted
exceedences
each year

Fine articles
(PM2.5)

25 µg/m3***

1 year

Target value
enthjered into force
1.1.2010
Limit value enters
into force 1.1.2015

n/a

Sulphur
dioxide (SO2)

350 µg/m3

1 hour

Limit value entered
into force 1.1.2005

24

125 µg/m3

24 hours

Limit value entered
into force 1.1.2005

3

200 µg/m3

1 hour

Limit value entered
into force 1.1.2010

18

40 µg/m3

1 year

Limit value entered
into force
1.1.2010*

n/a

50 µg/m3

24 hours

Limit value entered
into force
1.1.2005**

35

40 µg/m3

1 year

Limit value entered
into force
1.1.2005**

n/a

0.5 µg/m3

1 year

Limit value entered
into force 1.1.2005
(or 1.1.2010 in the
immediate vicinity
of specific, notified
industrial sources;
and a 1.0 µg/m3
limit value applied
from 1.1.2005 to
31.12.2009)

n/a

10 mg/m3

Maximum
daily
8 hour
mean

Limit value entered
into force 1.1.2005

n/a

Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2)

PM10

Lead (Pb)

Carbon
monoxide (CO)
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Benzene

5 µg/m3

1 year

Limit value entered
into force
1.1.2010**

n/a

Ozone

120 µg/m3

Maximum
daily
8 hour
mean

Target value
entered into force
1.1.2010

25 days
averaged
over 3 years

Arsenic (As)

6 ng/m3

1 year

Target value enters
into force
31.12.2012

n/a

Cadmium (Cd)

5 ng/m3

1 year

Target value enters
into force
31.12.2012

n/a

Nickel (Ni)

20 ng/m3

1 year

Target value enters
into force
31.12.2012

n/a

Polycyclic
Aromatic
Hydrocarbons

1 ng/m3
(expressed as
concentration of
Benzo(a)pyrene)

1 year

Target value enters
into force
31.12.2012

n/a

*Under the new Directive the Member State can apply for an extension of up to five
years (i.e. maximum up to 2015) in a specific zone. Request is subject to assessment
by the Commission. . In such cases within the time extension period the limit value
applies at the level of the limit value + maximum margin of tolerance (48 µg/m3 for
annual NO2 limit value).
**Under the new Directive the Member State was able to apply for an extension until
three years after the date of entry into force of the new Directive (i.e. May 2011) in a
specific zone. Request was subject to assessment by the Commission. In such cases
within the time extension period the limit value applies at the level of the limit value +
maximum margin of tolerance (35 days at 75µg/m3 for daily PM10 limit value, 48
µg/m3 for annual Pm10 limit value).
***Standard introduced by the new Directive.
Mission planning emphasizes
Planning a mission for the assessment of air pollution by EO means can be a
complicated and delicate issue. The most reliable, even if less practical, methods
would consist of sampling submerging dust in the mines’ surroundings. This can be
done by distributing Petri dishes in houses around the mine or by collection of street
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dust as demonstrated by Zibert and Rokavec, 2009. The dust, collected from different
sites around the mine, can then be sampled using various methods: chemical
analysis, spectroscopy and more (see sections 3.1.1 and 5.1.3).

Figure 2-5: Dust (top) and gaseous pollutants (bottom) in and around the mining
complexes.
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2.4 Land degradation: Soil erosion & Changes in natural
vegetation
Mining and its subsequent activities have been found to degrade the land to a
significant extent. Overburden removal from the mine area results in a very significant
loss of rain forest and the rich top soil (
Figure 2-6).
Overburden removal is normally done by the process of blasting or using excavators,
which results in generation of large volume of waste (soil, debris and other material).
This is useless for the industry and is normally just stored in big piles within the mine
lease area, and sometimes, on public land. The bigger the scale of the mine, greater
is the quantum of waste generated. Opencast mines are therefore more pollution
intensive as they generate much higher quantities of waste compared to the
underground mines (Sahu & Dash 2011).
The opencast coal mines are developed at the surface, because of that these mines
are also called surface coal mines. The overburden, i.e., the rock or soil overlaid the
coal seam, are removed before extraction of coal. This overburden is dumped on
surface, preferably on mined-out or decoaled area. Therefore, this type of mining
requires quite large area on surface. Coal mining drastically alters the landscape and
can render land unfit for other purposes. Many a times, large forest areas are
transferred for coal mining purpose. The clearing of trees, plants, and topsoil from
mining areas destroys forests and natural wildlife habitats. It also promotes soil
erosion and flooding, and stirs up dust pollution that can lead to respiratory problems
in nearby communities. The land degradation is the result of creation and expansion
of opencast coal mines. The aspect of land degradation in underground coal mines is
due to subsidence over the underground cavity resulted from underground caving
(Sharma 2009).
Soil erosion from areas of newly reclaimed surface mines, damage the surrounding
environment and reduce the value and productivity of the reclaimed land. Newly
reclaimed soil on sloping land is very susceptible to erosion due to the lack of
vegetation and slope steepness resulting from reclamation (Moldenhauer & Roth,
1985). This can trigger a few problems including elevated flashflood risk and
difficulties reintroducing vegetation in abandoned mines. Similar problems might arise
as a result of heap and tailings dam erosion.
Stress can occur in natural vegetation of a mining area due to changes of the
hydrogeological situation and due to soil and water contamination. Changes in natural
vegetation can also be caused by cutting down forest areas and clearing vegetation in
favor of mining activities. Ecosystem functions are usually disturbed at various scales
during resource extraction, regardless of whether the resources are located on the
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earth surface or beneath it. The disturbances sometimes are so severe that
ecosystems take many years to recover. In central Europe, establishment of woody
species took 20 years on average, depending on soil conditions (Prach, 1994) When
disturbance exceeds critical levels, ecosystems lose their resilience, and irreversible
changes occur (Tamang, 2005).
Mission planning emphasizes
Mission planning for soil erosion and vegetation changes should use EO images
covering vast areas along a broad timeline. Thus, the most appropriate tool would be
spaceborne imagery. Besides the option for timelapse images, two supplimentary
issues should be highlighted:
a) The possibility to generate a DEM map for severe soil erosion monitoring.
This can be made through stereo optical images (see Table 5) or RADAR
images (see Table 7).
b) The possibility to analyze vegetation stress/type/density. This is often done by
using sensors aimed to detect the Near Infrared spectral region (see Table 5
and section 3.2)

Figure 2-6: Removal of vegetation from a forested mining area.
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2.5 Surface subsidence and Slope stability
Subsidence of the ground surface can be regarded as ground movement that takes
place because of the extraction of mineral resources or the abstraction of fluids. It is
an inevitable consequence of underground mining activities, in the broadest sense,
and reflects the movements that occur in the area of exploitation (surface subsidence
does not occur in open cast mines). Unfortunately, subsidence can and does have
serious effects on surface structures, services and communications; can be
responsible for flooding; and can lead to the sterilization of land or call for extensive
remedial measures or special constructional design in site development. Different
types of ground movement have been recognized and can affect different structures
in different ways. For instance, in the case of subsidence associated with longwall
mining, vertical subsidence may have a serious affect on drainage systems, and
associated tilting may cause serious concern in relation to railway tracks and tall
slender buildings. Damage to buildings in such subsidence areas generally is caused
by differential movements, and compressive and tensile strains. The latter are
generally more serious than compressive strains as far as structural damage is
concerned. An estimation of the amount of ground movement that will adversely affect
structural members and/or architectural features is required (Bell, Stacey, & Genske,
2000).
Footwall slope instability is a relatively common occurrence in surface coal mines
situated in areas of steeply dipping strata particularly where mountainous topography
exists. These slopes are often cut parallel to dip in synclinal and anticline structures
resulting in slope lengths which are extensive both along strike and down-dip. With
mining progression down-dip, the exposed footwall slope length increases thereby
resulting in potential instability problems in the thinly bedded strata (Figure 2-7).
Footwalls often require careful monitoring of the slope movements using conventional
survey and borehole techniques (Douglas& Eberhardt 1997). The current state of
practice tends to separate slope designs into two distinct categories. The first of these
categories is for those designs that can be dealt with in terms of kinematically
possible structurally controlled failures. For example, failures that involve wedges
sliding along the line of intersection of two intersecting faults can be analyzed using
limit equilibrium models. This type of failure is commonly seen in slopes of up to 20 or
30 m high in hard jointed rock masses. The design of such slopes can sometimes be
based upon an analysis of simple wedge failure. The second category is that which
includes non-structurally controlled failures in which some or the entire failure surface
passes through a rock mass which has been weakened by the presence of joints or
other second order structural features. An assumption commonly made is that these
second order structural features are randomly or chaotically distributed and that the
rock mass strength can be defined by a simple failure criterion in which ‘smeared’ or
‘average’ non-directional strength properties are assigned to the rock mass. This
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approach is frequently used for the analysis of the overall stability of large slopes
where it is believed that no obvious failure mode presents itself (Evert et al. 2000).
A mission planning for land degradation processes is complicated as many questions
might be asked. It is thus crucial that the end-user will prioritize his needs and the EO
expert will dedicate means to achieve first the priorities goals. It is also important that
the EO expert will search the literature and learn from experience gained on that
issue by others.
Mission planning emphasizes
Surface subsidence and slope stability are detected by spatial feature changes, thus
they will be best monitored using RADAR (either from ground, air or orbit. See section
3.1.4 and Table 7). Another good possibility to detect slight surface changes is the
use of a LiDAR system (see section 3.1 and Table 6).

Figure 2-7: A collapse of a steep slope mine wall.

2.6 Aquatic Life
Mining operations can have two major types of impacts on aquatic resources,
including aquatic life. The first type of impact results from the contribution of eroded
soil and material to streams and water bodies and from the release of pollutants from
ore, waste rock, or other sources. The second results from the direct disruption of
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ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial streams; wetlands; or other water bodies.
Temporary disruptions occur from road construction and similar activities. Permanent
impacts are caused by actual mining of the area or by placement of refuse, tailings, or
waste rock directly in the drainage way. More often than not, this is in the upper
headwaters of intermittent or ephemeral streams. In addition, lowering of area surface
water and ground water caused by mine dewatering can affect sensitive environments
and associated aquatic life. Aquatic life is generally defined as fish and benthic
macro-invertebrates; however, phytoplankton and other life forms may also be
considered, depending on the type of aquatic habitat and the nature of impacts being
assessed. The impacts of mining operations on aquatic resources can be either
beneficial or adverse. Potential impacts also vary significantly with the affected
species. For example, increases in stream flow may preclude habitation of certain
species of macro-invertebrates and/or fish but may also provide new habitat for other
species of aquatic life.
Mission planning emphasizes
Mission planning for the monitoring of aquatic life changes is not always compatible
with standard EO means presented in this document. Nevertheless, monitoring
indicators that might affect these changes is possible indeed. This can be carried out
using a variety of sensors such as thermal sensors (to monitor water temperature
change, see section 3.1.2), hyperspectral sensors (to monitor changes in water
reflection, see section 3.1.1.1) and conductivity sensors (to monitor soluble salts in
water, see section 3.1.5)

2.7 Social and Cultural Impacts
The introduction of new economic developments such as mining can result in major
changes in the human environment at a project site, especially if there are small,
traditional communities in the vicinity that have scarcely been exposed to modern
modes of living. In other instances, the presence of new activities can result in
beneficial effects.
A substantial portion of today's mining industries are located in remote areas that are
mostly inhabited by indigenous people. As these people commonly live in small,
simple communities that previously had little exposure to society at large, there is a
real need to establish guidelines for dealing with resulting socio-cultural impacts.
Change, whether social or cultural, is neither negative nor positive in itself. Change
can be undesirable when it leads to social conflicts, conflicts between basin sets of
values and economic setbacks.
As such mining operations share many common features with other economic
enterprises regarding their potential impacts. However, there are two major conditions
that place mining in a unique position compared with other ventures.
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The mining site is located where the mineral deposits are discovered, and not
usually in close proximity to service centers, power supply and labor force.
This requires that the latter need to be brought to the mining site and
extensive transportation arteries need to be constructed.



The amount of ore that is available at a particular site is always limited. Thus,
the mining activities at the site are terminal, although the life-span of a mine
might not be known in advance. Whilst it is possible to return the land directly
affected by mining, almost back to its original state after the mining operations
have ceased, this may not the case for the human population. Exposure to a
radically new environment may leave lasting imprints in the minds of people,
whether it is changed values and social standards, changed expectations of
social rights and obligations, or changed skills.

The following guidelines on socio-cultural issues are divided into three parts, based
on the origins of social impacts:


Social impacts as the result of changes in the physical environment (clearing
lands, depositing minerals, changes in water conditions, construction of mining
site, roads and power supply infrastructure)



Impacts due to the presence of a mining camp/town in close proximity to a
surrounding population



Impacts on the labor-force connected with the mining operations.

Within the literature, there are many similarities in the impact of mining on local
communities. An element which is introduced to a community in conjunction with
mining and which has highly detrimental effects on the local community (for instance
the construction of a road into the area of a previously isolated population) may in
another setting have favorable results. It is therefore difficult to establish standards on
socio-cultural issues for mining operations (http://www2.brgm.fr/mineo/)
Mission planning emphasizes
Social and cultural impact of mining cannot be directly monitored by EO means;
however indicators for such impact are potentially measurable: urban areas change
detection maps can indicate the effect of a mining site when compared to other areas
not in the mines vicinity. These thematic maps are generated on the base of high
spatial resolution sensors (see section3.1.3), preferably those containing at least
some spectral information as well.
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Figure 2-8: A mining site in the middle of agricultural fields

3 Mining area mapping tools
For correct environmental thematic mapping of a mining area, one should choose the
suitable tool or tools. Following is a brief description of the principal types of Earth
Observation tools that can be appropriate for the EO-Miners mission.

3.1 Remote Sensing for earth observation
The remote sensing of the earth surface can be done either from satellite or aircraft in
digital multispectral or hyperspectral format. Both multispectral and hyperspectral
imaging techniques are the process of capturing the same scene at different
wavelengths that yield a 2-D spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension
hypercube. Both means are based on passive radiation mostly from sun radiation and
partially from the earth self emission. The main information from the passive means is
the wavelength combination (usually terms as spectrum). As far as remote sensing
physical phenomena is concerned, this information is unique and spot spatial
overview across the spectral wavelength the sensor is sensitive at (Schowengerdt,
1997). Another method to assess the earth surface is based on active remote sensing
means such as RADAR or LIDAR. They are based on microwave radiation that
measures the energy returns from the earth after being transmitted by the sensing
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vehicle. (Richards 1999). In both passive and active remote sensing means, different
spectral fingerprints are obtained, capturing what we call “spectral signature”. This
information is the basic stage prior any thematic mapping of the phenomenon in
question (Prieto, 2000). As different land covers have different chemistry and physics,
they are characterized by different spectral signatures. This leads to a potential to
discriminate between phenomenon on a pixel by pixel way. As much as the sensor
carries more characteristics (resolution, SNR, viewing angle, spectral range) or as
long as many sensors are used in one mission complimentary information from
several aspects can spot high accuracy results and provide better output for the enduser. For example: hyper spectral remote sensing technology is much preferred
relative to multispectral remote sensing, if AMD is to be mapped. Merging it with
LIDAR data might provide added value on the surface roughness to provide useful
information not only on the AMD locations but also on its possible

3.1.1 Spectroscopy for Earth Observation
Spectroscopy is defined as the science of inquiring electromagnetic radiation after it
was reflected, scattered or emitted from solid, liquid or gas.
Acquiring spectral information is done by electro-optic scanning of a target and
inquiring the interaction of the targets’ components with electromagnetic radiation.
Electromagnetic radiation is a flow of energy traveling at the speed of light in a simple
harmonic motion. The radiation can be mapped to portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum expressed in wavelength or frequency. The electromagnetic spectrum
covers wavelengths from a few Angstroms (gamma-rays) to thousands of meters
(radio waves).
For remote sensing applications special “frequency windows” are used in which the
Earth’s atmosphere is highly permeable for the electromagnetic radiation. Typical
spectral zones are the Visible (VIS 0.4-0.78 µm) in which the human eye is sensitive,
the Near Infra-Red (NIR 0.8-1.3 µm), Short Wave Infra-Red (SWIR 1.3—2.5 µm), Mid
Infra-Red regions (MWIR 3-5 µm), the Thermal Infra-Red (TIR 7-12 µm, also Long
Wave Infra-Red (LWIR)) and the Microwave domain (1 cm – 10 m).
According to the law of conservation of energy, four different processes might occur
when electromagnetic energy interacts with matter:
Transmittance – A portion of the energy passes through matter, as happens in air,
and to some extent in transparent solids and liquids.
Reflectance – A part of the energy is reflected from the matter. Some of this radiation
is detected by our eyes and is responsible to the colors we see. Using a reflectance
spectrometer in the Vis-NIR-SWIR spectral regions (0.4—2.5 µm) we can measure
and quantify most of the reflected energy.
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Scattering – Energy is scattered and separated to wavelengths according to the
matter it contacts. Molecules in the atmosphere which scatter radiation separate the
blue wavelengths (~0.45 µm) from the spectrum and are responsible to the blue color
of the sky.
Absorption – A part of the radiation is absorbed by the matter. This radiation is
transformed into heat, and is later emitted from the matter in a form of thermal infrared energy.
Emitted or reflected energy can be detected by an electro-optic scanner
(spectrometer), which creates a graphic representation of the spectrum as a function
of the radiation frequencies usually given by wavelengths or wave number. Based on
the number of spectral samples (i.e. bands) one can differentiate between
multispectral and hyperspectral sensors. This spectrum is an indicator to the chemical
and physical composition of the matter as the later are responsible for radiationmatter interaction. As each material has a unique “spectral finger print”, this
information can be used to obtain qualitative and quantitative information about the
inquired target.
(http://www.novospec.com/index.php/spectroscopy.html).
The chemical chromophores in the VIS-NIR-SWIR regions refer to two basic chemical
mechanisms: (1) overtones and combination modes in the NIR-SWIR region that
emerge from the fundamental vibrations in the MWIR-TIR regions and (2) electron
processes in the VIS region which are most likely crystal-field and charge-transfer
effects. The physical chromophores in this region refer mostly to particle size
distribution and to refraction indices of the matter in question. The electronic
processes are typically affected by the presence of transition metals, such as iron,
and although smeared, they can be used as a diagnostic feature for iron minerals
(around 0.80-0.90 m, crystal field and around 0.60-0.70
m, charge transfer).
Accordingly, all features in the VIS-NIR-SWIR-MWIR-TIR spectral regions have a
clearly identifiable physical basis. In solid-fluid Earth materials, three major chemical
chromophores can be roughly categorized as follows: (1) minerals (mostly clay, iron
oxide, primary minerals—feldspar, Si, insoluble salt and hard-to-dissolve substances
such as carbonates, phosphates, etc.), (2) organic matter (living and decomposing),
and (3) water (solid, liquid, and gas phases). In gaseous Earth materials, the two
main chemical chromophores are: (1) gas molecules and (2) aerosols of minerals,
organic matter and ice.
For passive reflectance/emittance spectroscopy the natural sources for
electromagnetic radiation are the Sun’s reflected radiation and the Earth's emitted
radiation (sun: VIS-NIR-SWIR, sun and Earth: MWIR, and Earth: TIR).
Assuming that in a photon pack emitted from a given source [E; Es(sun), Ee(Earth)],
some may be absorbed (EA), reflected (ER) or transmitted (ET). The energy balance
(in term of fluxes) can be written (for every wavelength) as follows:
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E = ET + E A + E R

(1)

|where E = Es +Ee
If we assume that we know the source energy (Ee, Es), dividing equation 1 by E
gives:
1 = 

(2)

Where  are coefficients of Et, Ea, Er, respectively, describing each process's
magnitude, and each can range from 0 to 1. In some cases, the sun emits photons
(E) that pass through the atmosphere and hit the ground, across the spectral range
where the atmosphere is (semi) transparent to the photons (known as atmospheric
window), 0 <  < 1. Atmospheric correction techniques estimate this coefficient in
order to obtain the correct fluxes hitting the ground surface. The Earth's solid surface
is considered opaque, so  = 0. In this condition equation 2 becomes:
1= 

(3)

An estimation of the unknown coefficient if E is known.
Generally, for ground applications, we are trying to recover , termed "reflectance", to
account for  (absorbance) which has a meaningful physical explanation. The same
applies to the atmosphere but then we use (transmittance) to assess
(absorbance). Doing so spectrally can discriminate between the chemical
compound being in the atmosphere or in the geosphere (on the ground). Assessing
the atmospheric interaction in region  is the main procedure used to generate  and
analyze it for thematic mapping in the atmospheric correction technique procedure).
The E can be calculated (or measured) according to Plank's displacement law of a
black body entity (depending on its temperature). This calculation shows that the
radiant frequencies are different using the sun (VIS-NIR-SWIR-MWIR) or Earth
(MWIR-TIR) and thus demonstrates separate HRS approaches using the sun (mostly
done) and the Earth (just emerging) as radiation sources. When the sun serves as the
radiant source, the reflectance  of the surface is used as a diagnostic parameter to
map the environment. When the Earth serves as the radiant source, the emissivity
(and the temperature (T) are used as diagnostic parameters. These parameters
can be derived from the acquired radiances using several methods to remove
atmospheric attenuation [mostly , and then after separating between T and  (in the
TIR region) or extracting  (in the VIS-NIR-SWIR region)]. The reflectance and
emissivity are inherent properties of the sensed matter that do not change with
external conditions (e.g. illumination or environmental conditions) and hence are used
as diagnostic parameters. They both provide, if high spectral resolution is used,
spectral information about the chromophores within the matter being studied.
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Imaging spectrometers incorporate the spatial dimension of the sample. That is they
break down a scene into a two dimensional grid of pixels while capturing different
wavelengths at each pixel. A cube with 2 spatial dimensions and one spectral
dimension results which is named a “hypercube” in case of a hyperspectral image.
For each pixel the so called “spectral signature” of the sampled material is collected.
This information is the basic stage prior any thematic mapping of the phenomenon in
question (Prieto, 2000), (Schowengerdt, 1997). As different land covers have different
chemistry and physics, they are characterized by different spectral signatures. This
leads to a potential to discriminate between phenomena on a pixel by pixel way. As
much as the sensor carries on more characteristics (resolution, SNR, viewing angle,
spectral range) or as long as many sensors are used in one mission complimentary
information from several aspects can spot high accuracy results and provide better
output for the end-user.

3.1.1.1 Hyperspectral Sensors
In general hyperspectral remote sensing (HRS) provides spatial dimension to the
spectral readings (reflectance or emission). In the Manual of Airborne Remote
Sensing Sensors Ben-Dor et al. describe Hyperspectral Remote Sensing (HRS) as
follows:
HRS is an advanced tool that provides high spatial/spectral resolution data from a
distance, with the aim of providing near-laboratory-quality radiance (and subsequent
related information) for each single picture element (pixel) from a far distance. This
information enables the identification of targets based on the spectral behavior of the
material in question (mainly absorption features of chromophores—see further on).
This approach has been found to be very useful in many terrestrial, atmospheric and
marine applications. The classical definition for HRS given by Goetz and his
colleagues in 1985 remains valid today: "The acquisition of images in hundreds of
contiguous registered spectral bands such that for each pixel a radiant spectrum can
be derived." This definition covers all spectral regions [i.e. VIS (visible), NIR (near
infrared), SWIR (shortwave infrared), MWIR (mid-wave infrared) and LWIR (longwave infrared)], all spatial domains and platforms (microscopic to macroscopic;
ground, air and space platforms) and all targets (solid, liquid and gas). Although not
mentioned in Goetz's definition, not only are a "high number of bands" needed for this
technology, but also high spectral resolution, i.e. a narrow bandwidth (FWHM—full
width half-maximum), and an appropriately large sampling interval across the
spectrum. The accepted bandwidth for HRS technology was set to approx. 10 nm 25
years ago. However today, narrower bandwidths are available and desirable in order
to broaden HRS's capability. The former spectral resolution of 10 nm was proposed
mainly for the first HRS application (geology); new issues, such as assessing
vegetation fluorescence, are now on the table, requiring bandwidths of less than 1
nm. HRS is an advanced technology that is rapidly breaking into the field of remote
sensing as a tool for precise and quantitative mapping of the atmosphere-biosphereFinal report
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lithosphere-hydrosphere-cryosphere from the surface air and from orbit. The idea is to
collect near-laboratory-quality radiation from a far distance and apply spectral-based
analytical tools to interpret the data. Using this approach, HRS provides information
additional to the traditional cognitive remote-sensing mapping and increases our
ability to sense Earth remotely. HRS can thus be defined as "spatial spectrometry
from afar" which adopts spectral routines, models and methodology and merges them
with spatial information. Whereas in the laboratory, conditions are constant, optimal
and well-controlled, in the acquisition of high-quality spectral data in
airborne/spaceborne cases, significant interference is encountered, such as the short
dwell time of data acquisition over a given pixel [and hence a lower signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)] atmospheric attenuation of gases and aerosols and the uncontrolled
illumination conditions of the source and objects. This makes HRS a very challenging
technology that involves many disciplines, including: atmospheric science, electrooptical engineering, aviation, computer science, statistics and applied mathematics
and more. The major aim of HRS is to extract physical information from raw HRS data
across the spectrum (radiance) which can be easily converted to describe inherent
properties of the targets in question, such as reflectance and emissivity. Under
laboratory conditions, the spectral information across the VIS-NIR-SWIR-MWIR-LWIR
spectral regions can be quantitatively analyzed for all Earth materials, natural and
artificial, such as vegetation, water, gases, artificial material, soils and rocks, with
many already available spectral libraries. It was shown that if a HRS sensor with high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is used, an analytical spectral approach can be
incorporated to yield new products never before sensed by other remote-sensing
means. The high spectral resolution of HRS technology combined with temporal
coverage enables better recognition of targets, a quantitative analysis of phenomena
and extracting sub-pixel information.
Allocating spectral information temporally in a spatial domain provides a new
dimension that neither the traditional point spectroscopy nor air photography can
provide separately. HRS can thus be described as an "expert" Geographic
Information System (GIS) in which surface layers are built on a pixel-by-pixel basis
rather than a selected group of points with direct and indirect chemical and physical
information. Spatial recognition of the phenomenon in question is better performed in
the HRS domain than by traditional GIS technique. HRS consists of many points
(actually the number of pixels in the image) that are used to generate thematic layers,
whereas in GIS, only a few points are used for this purpose.
Figure 3-1 shows the concept of the HRS technology, where every pixel is
characterized by a complete spectrum of ground targets (and their mixtures) that can
be quantitatively analyzed for spatial view. The capability of acquiring quantitative
information from many points on the ground at almost the same time provides another
innovative aspect of HRS technology: it freezes time for all spatial pixels at almost the
same point, subsequently permitting adequate temporal analysis. HRS technology is
thus a promising tool that adds many new aspects to the existing mapping technology
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and improves our capability to remote-sense materials from far distances. One should
remember that the HSR technology is now expanding to cover more spectral regions
whereas the TIR region (3-14mm) is getting more attention and becoming applicable.

Figure 3-1: The concept of HRS/IS: Each pixel element has a continuous spectrum that
is used to analyze the surface and atmosphere.

3.1.2 Thermal Imaging Sensors
Thermal remote sensing is the branch of remote sensing that deals with the
acquisition, processing and interpretation of data acquired in the thermal infrared
(TIR) region of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.
Thermal remote sensing exploits the fact that every object above absolute zero
temperature (0 K or -273.15 °C) emits radiation in the thermal infrared range of the
electromagnetic spectrum. The emitted radiation is a function of both kinetic
temperature and emissivity. This makes the interpretation of TIR information more
complex than the VIS-NIR-SWIR as more unknowns are to be determined. How much
energy is radiated, and at which wavelengths, depends on the emissivity of the
surface and on its kinetic temperature. Emissivity is the emitting ability of a real
material compared to that of an ideal black body, and is a spectral property that varies
with composition of material and geometric configuration of the surface. Emissivity
denoted by epsilon (ε) is a ratio and varies between 0 and 1. For most natural
materials, it ranges between 0.7 and 0.95. Kinetic temperature is the surface
temperature of a body/ground and is a measure of the amount of heat energy
contained in it. It is measured in different units, such as in Kelvin (K); degrees
Centigrade (°C); degrees Fahrenheit (°F) (Prakash 2000). Except in laboratory scale
setups which also measure reflected thermal radiation the typical thermal sensor,
handheld to satellite-born, measures the radiation emitted from the surface of the
target. This is opposed to optical reflective remote sensing where the radiation
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reflected by the target under consideration is measured. Useful reviews on thermal
remote sensing are given by Kahle (1980), Sabins (1996) and Gupta (1991).
All natural targets reflect as well as emit radiation. In the TIR region of the EM
spectrum, the radiation emitted by the Earth due to its thermal state is far more
intense than the solar reflected radiation. Therefore, sensors operating in the TIR
wavelength region primarily detect thermal emission properties of the ground material.
However, very high temperature bodies may also emit substantial radiation at shorter
wavelengths encompassing not only the TIR but also the short wave infrared (SWIR),
near infrared (NIR) and in extreme cases even the visible region of the EM spectrum.
In terrestrial remote sensing the region of 3 to 35 μm is popularly called thermalinfrared. As airborne or satellite borne data acquisitions can be made only in regions
of low spectral absorption by the atmosphere such sensors are limited to special
wavelength regions known as the atmospheric windows. Within the thermal infrared
an excellent atmospheric window lays between 8-14 μm wavelengths. Poorer
windows lie in 3-5 μm and 17-25 μm. Interpretation of the data in 3-5 μm is
complicated due to overlap with solar reflection in day imagery. The 17-25 μm region
is still not well investigated. Thus 8-14 μm region has been of greatest interest for
thermal remote sensing so far.
Sensors operating in the thermal-infrared region follow several measuring concepts.


Single band TIR sensors usually integrate the incoming radiation over a broad
wavelength range and thus collecting a maximum of thermal energy. This
allows achieving a comparably high spatial resolution and a high sensitivity to
temperature changes. However only one broadband emissivity value results
leaving characteristic spectral emissivity features of the surface undetectable.
The Landsat-7 satellite, the airborne TABI sensor and FLIR cameras are
typical examples for this class.



Bi-spectral sensors (and also some multispectral sensors) collect information
in the TIR and the MWIR spectral regions. This allows applying the bi-spectral
method published by Dozier (1981) for surface temperature estimation.
Derivative methods have been developed for fire radiative energy
quantification of forest fires or subsurface coal fires. The BIRD satellite and its
successor TET, the MODIS satellite and the AHS airborne sensor are typical
examples.



Multispectral TIR sensors divide the TIR spectral region into several bands.
Instead of a broadband emissivity this multiple bands allow to derive at least
broad spectral characteristics of the object’s emissivity. Besides temperature
this spectral information supports inferring material properties. The satellites
MODIS and ASTER as well as the airborne AHS sensor are typical examples.
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Hyperspectral TIR sensors retrieve a continuous emissivity spectrum by
dissecting the thermal region into many narrow bands. The resulting emissivity
spectrum is used in a spectral feature analysis which allows highly detailed
material identification and property quantification. The airborne SEBASS
sensor is the most prominent example.

3.1.3 Panchromatic Imagery for optical and thermal
Although Multi- and Hyperspectral images in both the optical and thermal domain
provide valuables information about the reflectance, this is usually done at the cost of
depreciated resolution. One solution consists in integrating the measured signal over
a broad part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Since the corresponding energy is not
split between different channels, the sensors can afford having narrower fields of view
for each pixel and hence an increased resolution. On the other hand, the resulting
imagery is made of only one single band, with little or no spectroscopic information.
Since it regroups a huge spectral domain, it is usually called ‘panchromatic band’.
Panchromatic imagery is especially useful when the application requires information
about shape (e.g. differentiating aircrafts from cars on an airfield or counting animal
populations).

3.1.4 Radar Imaging Sensors
RADAR (RAdio Detection And Ranging) is a type of active sensor that transmits
microwave radiation and receives the backscattered signals. The systems operate in
the microwave domain with wavelengths from one centimeter and up to a meter). The
corresponding part of the electromagnetic spectrum is split into so called frequency
bands. The ones relevant for Earth Observation are listed in Table 2:
Table 2: Relevant microwave domain frequency bands for Earth Observation
Band

Frequency

Wavelength

P-band

0,22 – 0,39

77 - 136

L-band

1,0 – 2,0

15 - 30

C-band

4,0 – 8,0

3,75 – 7,5

X-band

8,0 – 12,0

2,4 – 3,75

Ku-band

12,5, - 18,0

0,75 – 1,18
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Ku and P-band are available for airborne systems only while X-, C- and L-band
sensors were brought into space, too. Currently only satellites operating in C- and Xband routinely provide EO data.
The wavelength strongly effects the reflection properties of microwaves on ground
and therewith their use in different applications. From now on, we will only focus on
spaceborne RADAR systems which are commonly using the L, C and X bands.
Data sources are:


L-band: The longest wavelength was provided by the Japanese ALOSPALSAR that was operated for several years but failed in April 2011. ALOS-2
is scheduled to be launched in 2013.



C-band: ESA’s ERS satellites and their successor ENVISAT-ASAR and the
two Canadian RADARSAT satellites operate in C-band. RADARSAT-2 has the
unique capability of providing fully polarimetric data. The ESA fleet will be
extended by the Sentinel-1 SAR sensor in 2013.



X-band: The German TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X and the Italian COSMOSkyMed
missions provide high resolution and high frequency SAR data on an
operational basis. The data are available in different modes (geometric
resolutions) and polarizations.

L, C and X band RADAR systems are not affected by cloud coverage. Like most
active systems, RADAR sensors are furthermore independent of the sun light and can
be operated in any illumination condition or even at night. These two properties make
RADAR systems particularly useful when monitoring tasks require routine and
ensured observations of the ground.
The RADAR principle consists in emitting an electromagnetic pulse and measuring
the returning echoes. Since these are dependent of the objects illuminated on ground,
their analysis allows inferring information about the observed scene. This basic
functioning is however retrained, for most applications, by physical limitations. This
needs to be solved by introducing several technical processing steps (for a complete
review, please refer for example to the RADAR handbook by H. Skolnik).
One of these limitations occurs when mounting a RADAR system on an air- or
spaceborne platforms. In case of real aperture radars the along-track resolution
depends on the wavelength used, the distance of the observed objects and, this is the
issue, the size of the antenna. Typically, for a wavelength of 25cm (L-band),
observing a target at 100km with a resolution of 25m requires an antenna bigger than
1km. This issue is solved by introducing a “synthetic aperture”. An object on ground is
illuminated many times while the satellite is passing the area. All these signals are
combined in a processing step into a single SAR round image. This ‘virtual’ antenna
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hence provides a much better along-track resolution. This method is called Synthetic
Aperture RADAR (SAR). SAR is the standard acquisition method for spaceborne
RADAR imaging sensors.
When analyzing SAR images, one is usually not only interested in the ‘intensity’ of the
echoed signal (i.e. the amplitude of the returning electromagnetic waves), but also in
its phase. The data is therefore usually provided as a rasterized image of complex
data.
Since electromagnetic radiation’s polarization can be altered when interacting with the
objects on ground, it is also interesting to take advantage of the emitted and received
polarization of the microwaves. For example the ERS SAR satellites only worked with
vertically polarized waves (emission and reception) and are therefore described as
single VV polarized. Modern sensors usually offer much more flexibility. For example
TerraSAR-X can emit and receive vertically or horizontally polarized radiations. Its
polarization capacities are therefore described as HH, HV, VH and VV (horizontal
emission / horizontal reception, horizontal emission / vertical reception, etc.). Fully
polarized systems provide all four combinations enabling a more detailed analysis of
the backscattering mechanism on ground.
Finally the SAR technique implies a side looking geometry (Figure 3-2). Therefore the
image looks slightly different to an optical (or thermal) passive sensor. For the latter,
each pixel corresponds to signal coming from a specific solid angle while in a SAR
image pixels correspond to specific distances in the across-track direction. Hence,
SAR images can seem counter-intuitive to un-experienced users. This can easily be
overcome by imagining that the sensor position is actually rotated 90 degrees around
the target.
One would like to draw again the reader’s attention toward the fact that principles
presented here correspond to spaceborne (and air-borne) SAR sensors. This should
not be considered as an exhaustive description of the various RADAR sensors.
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Figure 3-2: Schematic diagram illustrating the geometry of radar imaging and related
radar terminology.

3.1.5 Resistivity and Conductivity Electromagnetic sensors
Various measurement systems are based on electrical circuits and used to determine
the ability of certain media to conduct or accumulate electrical charge. If soil is used
as such a medium, its physical and chemical characteristics can affect circuit behavior
and, thus, the measured electric parameters. Rapid response, low cost and high
durability have made electrical and electromagnetic sensors the most attainable
techniques for on-the-go soil mapping. Obtained maps have been correlated to: soil
texture, salinity, organic matter, moisture content, and other soil attributes.
The ability of soil to conduct electricity is usually quantified by electrical resistivity
(ER) or electrical conductivity (EC). Both values are related to voltage and electric
current ratio for a known configuration of transmitting and receiving electrodes. In the
case of direct measurement of electrical resistivity/conductivity, such electrodes can
be as simple as isolated coulters that are rolled through the field. The distance
between electrodes defines the effective measurement depth. Therefore, multiple
depths can be sensed simultaneously if more than two electrodes are used.
On the other hand, non-contact EC measurement can be accomplished using a pair
of inductors. When a transmitting coil with alternating current is placed in proximity to
the soil, the magnetic field induces a flow of electrical charge in the soil. This current
is sensed using a receiving coil also placed in proximity to the soil. The distance
between two coils and their orientation defines the effective measurement depth
(Adamchuk et al. 2004).
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A resistive sensor is a transducer or electromechanical device that converts a
mechanical change such as displacement into an electrical signal that can be
monitored after conditioning. Resistive sensors are among the most common in
instrumentation. The simplest resistive sensor is the potentiometer. Other resistive
sensors include strain gages and thermistors. Resistive sensors are often combined
with Wheatstone bridges. Older carbon microphones are also resistive sensors. The
theoretical background for all these sensors is the theory of resistivity.
Resistivity is the electrical resistance measured for any material having uniform crosssectional area and is usually stated in terms of the material’s length and/or cross
sectional area. Resistivity is resistance stated in terms of length and cross-sectional
area as shown in the equation:
Resistance = (Resistivity * Length)/Area
The unit of resistivity is the ohm-ft or the circular mil-ohm-ft. The resistance of a
material depends on four factors:


Composition



Length



Temperature



Cross Sectional Area

To change the resistance of a material, you must change the value of one of the
above factors. When length is modified the change in resistance is direct. If you
double the material’s length, its resistance doubles. When the cross sectional area is
modified the change in resistance has an inverse effect, IE R = k/A. If you double the
cross-sectional area of wire, its resistivity is cut in half. Changes in composition and
temperature do not change the resistivity of a material in such a simple way
(http://academic.udayton.edu/markpatterson/ECT459/Resistance.pdf).
Electromagnetic methods developed for the determination of soil condition include:
ground penetrating radar, which operates in 100MHz -2GHz frequency range;
tomography methods using more generators and receivers of electromagnetic field
inserted in boreholes in soil, the time of flight being measured using the Q-transform ;
broadband electromagnetic induction method using a transmitter coil excited by a low
frequency alternate current and a small diameter receiver coil placed in the center of
the transmitter (monostatic mode), or at a certain distance (bistatic mode). In both
cases a complex system of two concentric transmitter coils, connected in series with
diameters have been chosen in order that on a common axis the magnetic field would
be null (Grimberg et al. 2008). For high resolution mapping of shallow depths of a few
tens of meters the most reliable and cost-effective of these methods, is by far, Ground
Penetrating Radar (or Ground Probing Radar, georadar). GPR methods use
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electromagnetic waves to image the subsurface, by transmitting radar pulses into the
ground and receiving a returned signal from interfaces below. Radar returns are
gathered to an image, which can be analyzed for its derived electrical properties and
subsurface characteristics.
Worldwide, Ground Penetrating Radar systems are put to use for non-destructive
testing (NDT) and problem solving in the areas of:


Locating and mapping infrastructures



Civil engineering (imaging and mapping of buildings, foundations, decks,
bridges…)



Mineral location



Mapping of quarries



Location and mapping of underground water levels



Archaeology



Neotectonics



Environmental studies



Forensics and more

Frequency Domain Electro Magnetic induction (FDEM) involves generating an
electromagnetic field which induces current in the earth which in turn causes the
subsurface to create a magnetic field. By measuring this magnetic field, subsurface
properties and features can be deduced. This method measures the magnitude and
phase of induced electromagnetic currents, which are related to the subsurface
electrical conductivity. Electrical conductivity is a function of the soil and rock matrix,
percentage of saturation, and the conductivity of the pore fluids. EM instruments
provide two measurements simultaneously, the electrical conductivity data and the inphase component, which responds to magnetic susceptibility and metal.
FDEM has distinct advantages over many other techniques. Because no contact with
the ground is required, FDEM can cover a large area quickly and therefore
economically. In certain cases, depths of up to 50 meters can be mapped.
Common applications of FDEM include the following:


Groundwater investigations



Mapping lateral changes in natural geologic conditions
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Detecting and mapping contaminant plumes



Mapping buried wastes, metal drums, tanks, and metal utilities

(http://www.geo-sense.com)

3.1.6 Airborne gamma-ray radiometric sensors
Gamma rays are the most penetrating radiation from natural and man-made sources,
and gamma ray spectrometry is a powerful tool for the monitoring and assessment of
the radiation environment. Gamma ray surveys are carried out from aircraft, field
vehicles, on foot, in boreholes, on the sea bottom and in laboratories. Ground and
airborne gamma ray measurements cover large areas of the earth’s surface, and
many national and regional radiometric maps have been compiled and published.
Standardized maps of terrestrial radiation and radioelement concentrations can be
compared and regionally unified, showing general regional trends in radionuclide
distribution and making the radiological assessment of the environment possible.
Radiometric surveys and maps are applicable in several fields of science. They retain
their geological and geophysical information for mineral prospecting, geochemical
mapping and structural geology, and enable the comparison of geological features
over large regions. Although the gamma ray method was originally developed for
geoscience, it has also been successfully applied in emergency situations for
mapping the contamination from nuclear fallout and for the location of lost radioactive
sources. The use of modern computer data processing has enabled the introduction
of new interpretation methods and the achievement of greater reliability in solving
geological and environmental problems (IAEA 2003).
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Figure 3-3: Classification scheme of airborne and space borne remote sensing sensors regarding their spatial resolution.
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Figure 3-4: Classification scheme of airborne and space borne remote sensing sensors regarding their temporal resolution.
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3.2 Remote Sensing
thematic mapping

tools

compatibility for

mining

area

The compatibility of a specific RS tool to a certain mission l is derived directly from the
sensor characteristics appearing in section 3.3. This is determined according to
literature review and accumulated professional experience contributed by RS experts
participating in the EO-Miners project, and summarized in Table 3.
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 propose a broad classification of airborne and space borne
remote sensing sensors. Focus is placed on respectively spatial and temporal
resolutions of (civilian) sensor systems. Sensors sensible to sub-domains of the
visible to microwave domain of the electromagnetic spectrum are the only ones
addressed here. Since airborne sensors can be operated in a flexible way which
allows them to achieve almost any desired temporal resolution, they are not included
in Figure 3-4. Some well-known sensors are given as non-exhaustive examples. The
reader should note that, even for the stated examples, many special cases do apply.
To note a few:


Most airborne sensor will have a varying spatial resolution (it can for example
depend on the flight altitude above ground (for passive sensors), sensor
setup, etc). The GSD corresponding to a typical setup is then given.



Some sensors have the ability to be operated in different recording modes
(e.g. TerraSAR-X). This usually also affects the temporal resolution (i.e. 'revisit
period'). The finest one, or a typical range for both values, is given then.



Some satellites are hosting multiple remote sensing devices. This is the
reason why they appear in multiple places (e.g. MODIS).

Definitions of terms refer to the US community standards and are used throughout
this document.
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Ground
water
pollution
Soil
pollution

X

Air
pollution

X

Coal fires

X

Natural
vegetation
changes

X

X

X

Soil
erosion

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

Other
Chemical water sampling

X

Chemical water sampling

X

Chemical soil sampling

X

Dust traps,
Cauliflower

X
Lab analysis for
quantification of
chlorophyll etc

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Open pits
Surface
stability

X

X

Surface
subsidence
Waste
piles

X

3SHED

X

ALERT

X

Thermal sensor systems

X

Radar (airborne /satellite)

Airborne radiometric sensors

X

EM sensors

Aeromagnetic sensors

X

Resistivity sensors

High spatial resolution Sensor

Surface
water
pollution

Multi spectral data

Mining
area
mapping

Hyperspectral Data

Table 3: Mining area mapping tools

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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3.3 Sensor Types characteristics
Following section 3.2, specific sensor(s) can be selected per mission. An up-to-date
collection of available relevant sensors is presented here after. This collection will
assist scientific project leaders to choose the most compatible sensor(s) with regards
to criteria such as budget, sensor availability and area of interest, spectral and spatial
resolution, sensor scientific principal and detecting capabilities and the problem to be
mapped. All of the above according to predetermined mission goals and desired
materials. The sensor selection tables are as follows: Table 4 contains general
information about the sensor's parameters of the different sensor types; Table 5
contains specific information about a variety of EO satellite sensors based on
electromagnetic radiation readings; Table 6 contains specific information of available
and relevant EO airborne sensors; Table 7 contains information about EO satellite
sensors based on radar technology; Table 8 contains information concerning potential
geophysical sensors.
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Airborne 1-5m
Spaceborne 1830m

Tens to
hundreds of
bands

Multi spectral
data

Mainly
Spaceborne

Reflected electromagnetic radiation in
a few chosen noncontinuous
wavelengths

0.5-30m

4-10 bands

High spatial
resolution
Sensor

Airborne/
Spaceborne

Reflected electromagnetic radiation in
VNIR and/or
panchromatic

0.2-2m

Aeromagnetic
sensors

Airborne

Earth’s magnetic
field variations

Depends on the
survey
specifications
(50m-1000m)

Radiometric
sensor

Airborne

Gamma rays
produced during the
decay of radioactive
elements

Depends on the
survey
specifications
(50m-1000m)

Radar

Airborne/
Spaceborne
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0.42.5 

ENVI
ERDAS

Image

Up to a few
hundreds of €, EO1 images are free

ENVI
ERDAS

Image

Up to a few
thousands of €
LANDSAT images
are free, ASTER
images - 85$ for
60X60 km

ENVI
ERDAS

Image

Up to few
thousands of €

Geosoft
ERmapper
Intrepid
ArcGIS

Image

Up to few tens of
thousands of €

Geosoft
ERmapper
Intrepid
ArcGIS

Image

Up to few tens of
thousands of €

Image

Up to few hundreds
of €

0.42.5 

1-8 bands

256 bands

0.40.7 

0-3.0
MeV

8-100m
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Product
type

Spectral
resolution

Reflected electromagnetic radiation in
multiple continuous
wavelengths

Processing
software

Spatial
Resolution

Ground/Airborne/
Spaceborne

Spectral
range

Scientific
principal

Imaging
Hyperspectral
Data

Sensor

Platform

Table 4: All sensors general parameters

Price for
spaceborne
images (*)
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Resistivity
sensor

Ground

Transmitted electric
current

5-25m

Res2DInv

Image

Up to few
thousands of € (in
typical ground
applications)

EM sensor

Ground/Airborne

Transmitted electromagnetic waves

Airborne: Depends
on the survey
specifications
(50m-1000m)
Ground:10-40m

Geosoft
ERmapper
Intrepid
ArcGIS

Image

Up to few tens of
thousands of €

Thermal sensor
system

Airborne/
Spaceborne

Emitted electromagnetic radiation

5 – 10 m airborne
90- 180 m
(spaceborne)

3-5 ,
8-12

ENVI
ERDAS

Image

Up to few hundreds
of €

ALERT

Ground

Electrical Resistivity
Tomography

Variable spatial
resolution. Typical
range 1m - 100m

Near DC

Near
DC

RES2DINV,
RES3DINV

Image (2D
, 3D, 4D)

A few tens of
thousands of €

ASD
Spectrometer
3SHED

Ground

Reflected electromagnetic radiation in
multiple continuous
wavelengths

Pin-point
measurement

2151 bands

ENVI
ERDAS

Spectrum

A few thousands of
€ for renting for a
campaign

Pyrgeometer

Ground

Incoming radiation,
albedo

Local
measurement

Depending

ENVI
ERDAS

Local spot

A few thousands of
€ for renting for a
campaign

0.352.5 

840m

(*) any airborne campaign will cost a few tens of thousands of €
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Sensor

Source/
Operator

Sensor
Type

Data
access
(The ability
to get data)

Spectral
Range &
Resolution

Spatial
Resolution

Swath
Width (Km)

Availability
of Data

Table 5: Potential Satellite Sensors

LANDSAT-5

NASA-free

Multispectral,
Thermal

+ (Download from
website)/Institute DB

VIS-NIRSWIR (6B)
+TIR (1B)

30m,
120m

185

1984 - Present

LANDSAT-7

NASA-free

Multispectral,
Thermal

+ (Download from
website)/Institute DB

VIS-NIRSWIR (6B)
+TIR (1B)

15m Pan,
30m,
60-120m

185

1999 – 2005
After 2005
problem with
the sensor

ASTER

Research
application
free
ERSDAC

Multispectral,
Thermal

Research
RequestAvailable from
ERSDAC

VIS-NIRSWIR (13B)*
+TIR (1B)

15m,
30m,
90m

60

2000 – Present
Problems with
SWIR bands
(saturation)
since April 2008

ALI – EO1

billable
products
available
from here

Multispectral

+ (Download from
website)

VIS-NIRSWIR (10B)

30m

15

2000 - Present

Hyperion – EO1

NASA-free

Hyperspectral

-+(Download from
website)

VIS-NIRSWIR (
220B)

30m

7.5

2000 - Present

CHRIS PROBA

ESA

Hyperspectral

Available through PIs

VIS-NIR (up

18m

14

2001 – Present
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to 62B)

Currently
available in
America only

CBERS-1,2,2B

NRSCC

Multispectral

Free download

Pan +
VIS-NIR (4B)

20m

113

1999,2003,2007
– Present

SPOT-4

SPOT
Image

Multispectral

Price is in
€ / km²
depending on resolution
and tasking/archive data

Pan +
VIS-NIR (4B)

10m
20m

60

1998 - Present

SPOT-5

Commercial
– by SPOT
Image

High-Res,
Multispectral

Price is in
€ / km²
depending on resolution
and tasking/archive data

Pan +
VIS-NIR (4B)

2.5-5m
10m

60

2002 - Present

FORMOSAT-2

Taiwan

High-Res,
Multispectral

Price is in
€ / km²
depending on resolution
and tasking/archive data

Pan +
VIS-NIR (4B)

2m
8m

24

2004 - Present

IKONOS

Commercial
– by
GeoEye

High-Res,
Multispectral

Price is in
€ / km²
depending on resolution
and tasking/archive data

Pan +
VIS-NIR (4B)

0.82m
3.2m

11

1999 - Present

GeoEye-1
(WorldView1,
OrbView5)

Commercial
– by
GeoEye

High-Res,
Multispectral

Price is in
€ / km²
depending on resolution
and tasking/archive data

Pan +
VIS-NIR (4B)

0.41m
1.65m

15

2008 - Present

QUICK-BIRD

Commercial
– by SPOT
Image

High-Res,
Multispectral

Price is in
€ / km²
depending on resolution

Pan +
VIS-NIR (4B)

0.61m

16.5

2001 - Present
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and tasking/archive data
WorldView-2

Commercial
– by
GeoEye

VENUS

High-Res,
Multispectral

Price is in
€ / km²
depending on resolution
and tasking/archive data

Pan +
VIS-NIR (8B)

1.8-2.4m

16.5

From Oct-2009

Multispectral

-

VIS-NIR
(12B)

10m

17

Future

kompsat2@spotimage.fr

VIS–NIR
(4B)

1 m Pan
4m
multispectral

15

present

VIS–NIR
(4B)

Pan : 5.8 m
LISS-3 : 23
m

70
140

1995 - present

KOMPSAT-2

Commercial
– by SPOT
Image

High-Res,
Multispectral

IRS

Indian
Remote
Sensing
Satellite

Multispectral

Table 6: Potential Airborne Sensors
Sensor

Spectral Resolution

Spatial
Resolution

Availability/ operator

CASI

VIS-NIR (8CH)

1-5m

INTA

AISAEAGLE

VIS-NIR

1-5m

ELOP/NERC/ Specim
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AISAHAWK

SWIR

1-5m

ELOP/ Specim

SFSI

SWIR

1-5m

AHS

VIS-NIR-SWIR-TIR (80CH)

2.5-10m

INTA

SEBASS

TIR

1-5m

Aerospace Corporation

(256CH)
AVIRIS

VIS-NIR-SWIR (224CH)

1-5m

JPL

HyMAP

VIS-NIR-SWIR (126CH)

5m

HyVista

Airborne
E-SAR

X band 9.6 GHz, C band 5.3 GHz, L band 1.3 GHz, P
band 0.35 GHz

2-4m

Instrument for R&D, operated
by DLR

UltraCAM

Pan, RGB & NIR (1+3+1CH)

2.9 cm at 500m
height

VEXCEL

LiDAR
systems

1CH (Laser)

<2cm

Various
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Table 7: Potential spaceborne radar sensors

Sensor/
Platform

Source/
Operator

Data Purchasing

ERS1-SAR
/ ERS2

ESA

LightSAR

NASAJPL

Free – archive,

RADSAT 1/
2

Radarasat
Internatio
nal

Free – archive,

ALOSVSAR

NASDA

ENVISAT

ESA

Purchase
demand

Purchase
demand

–

On

–

Spatial
Resoluti
on

Swath
Width
(Km)

Availabili
ty of data

5.3 GHz, C band, VV
polarisation

30m

100

1991
2000

1.2575 GHz (L-band),
9.6 GHz (X-band) or 5.3
GHz for C-band.

25

100

5.3 GHz (C-Band)

8-100

Up
500

L ( GHz) HH, VV

10100m,

70

2006present

C-band, with choice of 5
polarisation modes (VV,
HH, VV/HH, HV/HH, or
VH/VV)

30m

5-400

2002presnt

On

Free – archive,
Purchase
demand
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TerraSARX
/
Tandem.X

Final report

ASTRIUM

Purchase order on
demand , access for
research
through
DLR

x-Band,
different
polarimetric modes

Depends
on
the
mode

69

Depend
s on the
mode

Since
2007,
(Tandem
from 2014
on)
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Table 8: Potential Geophysical Sensors for the EO-Miners project

SENSOR

Geophysical parameters
measured

Geometrics G-822A or
G-823A

INVESTIGATIO
N DEPTH

MEASURING
CAPACITY

AVAILABILITY/Ope
ration

Total magnetic field

15,000 to 100,000 nT

Under CGS

Exploranium GR820

Gamma ray spectrum

Records
256channels
between 0 & 3.0 Mev

Under CGS

Geonics EM34 or EM31

Apparent electrical conductivity

Down to 60m

Under CGS

150m-300m

Under CGS

Apparent electrical conductivity

Down to 150m

Under CGS

Airborne
electromagnetic
sensors

Apparent electrical conductivity

Dependent on
sensor –
typically 150400m

Various contractors

Geotron G41

Electrical resistivity

Dependent on
electrode array

Under CGS

Iris Syscal Pro 72
multi-electrode DC

Electrical resistivity

Down to 60m

Under CGS

Geonics Protem 47
Tem-fast 48
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4 Determining Mission Goals
When planning an EO mission, one should have a list of guidelines to create a
successful mission plan. The objectives concern the survey area, the survey
instruments and the budget. This section provides a list of questions to be answered
in the mission planning procedure. The questions asked in this section can be fully
answered according to the information given in this document.


Science Objective: What are the scientific questions to be answered?



Measurement Objective: What is to be measured that will address the
objective or answer the scientific question?



Instrument Requirement: What are the specifications of the instrument(s)
that will be used to meet the measurement objectives?



Temporal Requirements and Limitations: What is the optimal season for
image acquisition or ground sampling (snow/rain/cloud limitations)? What is
the optimal time of day (e.g. night images for thermal measurements)?



Budget and Time Requirements and Limitations: What is the budget for the
mission and what is the optimal way to allocate it? How much time is required
to complete the mission?



Logistic Requirements: What are the logistic needs of the mission? What are
the logistic limitation in terms of specific site and budget?



Bureaucratic Issues: What are the bureaucratic requirements and
limitations? Who is the most suitable mission partner to deal with those
issues?

4.1 Determining survey area
Determining the survey area is a first and general step taken prior to planning a
mission. This task does not include the "how" or "who" questions, and is usually
performed by governmental or international decision-makers based on various
considerations and constraints.

4.2 Survey area visit
For the successful execution of a mission, it is recommended that the survey site be
visited prior to taking any further decisions. This is done to determine the monitoring
measures to be taken. It is also essential that the limits of the survey area be defined.
This can be done according to local natural and anthropogenic conditions and is
directly related to the mission goals. A site visit should include a wide variety of
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specialists and should be well documented for full comprehension of all future project
participants.

5 Ground, air and space mission planning
This section provides a detailed description of mission planning, including a
combination of spaceborne and airborne image acquisition and ground spectral and
chemical sampling for the Sokolov site, and geophysical methods for the RSA site.
The proposed mission planning scheme is first covered generically and then as
regards specific sites.
Choosing the correct set of ground–air–space mapping and measuring tools is a
crucial part of mission planning and has a major impact on the type and quality of the
mission outputs. The first question to be asked is "What do we want to measure?"
The answer to this will be determined according to our research question and later
according to the survey area visit. In the case of environmental impact of ore
exploration for example, one can determine the measurement objectives by
consulting section 2: Environmental and societal impact of mining in this document
and, for more specific information, EO-Miners deliverable D1.8 (Falck et al. 2012).
The second question is "What are the required instruments’ characteristics and
configuration for accomplishing the measurement objectives?" To answer this,
samples from the survey area must be measured on the ground or collected for
laboratory measurements. Those measurements have to be carried out using an
instrument that is compatible with optional air- or spaceborne EO tools. The most
compatible EO tool or tools can be chosen once measurement results have been
obtained.
Example – Choosing a passive reflective remote sensing (RS) tool for jarosite
mapping
When mapping a certain substance one must first understand the nature of the
substance by answering three questions:
1. Where: where might this substance appear within the research area?
2. Why: Why does the substance appear in those places?
3. How: how can this substance be detected and mapped?
The answers to the first two questions can be found in section 2 of this document; the
answer to the third question is more complex and can be extracted from sections 3, 4
and 5. The following provides an example of how to choose a passive remote sensor
in the reflective spectral region for the successful detection of jarosite.
The jarosite group of compounds refers to yellow/brown clay-like substances that are
both naturally occurring and synthetically produced in metallurgical processes.
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Jarosites have the structure MFe3(SO4)2(OH)6, where M can be one of many elements
or compounds, most often potassium or sodium. The term jarosite refers specifically
to the potassium form of the compound, but is synonymous with the whole group of
compounds, often leading to confusion. In nature, jarosites can be associated with
AMD and acid sulfate soils as an intermediate product of the oxidation of pyrite and
other iron/sulfur-bearing minerals. Jarosites' properties make them a chemically
unstable solid. Upon decomposition, the jarosite group of compounds will generate
sulfuric acid (Reynold, 2007).
Jarosite is easily detected by hyperspectral reflectance spectroscopy, as it has four
clear absorption features in the 400–2500 nm spectral region (Figure 5-1) at 440, 575,
920 and 2276 nm (Grove, Hook, and Paylor III, “Laboratory Reflectance Spectra of
160 Minerals, 0.4 to 2.5 Micrometers”).

Figure 5-1: Laboratory-measured reflectance spectrum of jarosite. Four absorption
features can be seen along the spectrum
When attempting to map a substance using reflectance spectroscopy, one should
consider several properties of the spectrum, such as absorption features, band
indices, spectral angles, signal intensity and more. A basic, simple but efficient and
accurate method is to visually inspect the absorption features. In this case, every
measured sample having the features shown in Figure 5-1 will certainly contain
jarosite.
The next step is simulation of the acquired spectrum to the spectral configuration of
available RS tools. As not all instruments obtain the same spectral configuration (see
EO-Miners deliverable D1.8 (Falck et al. 2012) for detailed explanation), some
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absorption features might not be present when the configuration is changed (Figure
5-2).

Figure 5-2: measured jarosite reflectance spectrum resampled to the spectral
configurations of various air- and spaceborne sensors
There are two major spectral differences between the various EO instruments:
spectral coverage and number of bands (other differences are bandwidth and signal
to noise ratio).
There are two major spectral differences between the various EO instruments:
spectral coverage and number of bands (other differences are bandwidth and SNR).
When spectral coverage of an air- or spaceborne sensor differs from that of the
lab/field spectrometer, the spectral regions of the absorption features might not be
covered. In reflective RS this is quite common: in many cases, sensors detect
reflective light only in the VNIR region (350–1000 nm). This is due to the primary
materials from which the detectors are made and the fact that in this spectral region,
the number of photons is high, allowing a strong signal and high spatial resolution.
Thus, a large number of minerals can remain undetected: absorption features of
minerals rarely appear in the VNIR region, whereas they are quite frequent in the
SWIR region (1500–2500 nm). Some sensors cover almost the whole VNIR–SWIR
region, but might not cover the shorter wavelengths of the VIS spectrum (350–450
nm) or the longer wavelengths of the SWIR (2300–2500 nm). This can be clearly
seen in Figure 5-3 (spectra are in continuum removal form): the jarosite absorption
feature at 440 nm (A) is not covered by ASTER, LANDSAT (multispectral spaceborne
sensors) or HyMap (hyperspectral airborne sensor). It is partly covered by
WorldView2 (multispectral spaceborne sensor) and fully covered by Hyperion
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(hyperspectral spaceborne sensor) and CASI (hyperspectral airborne sensor). The
jarosite absorption feature at 2276 nm (D) is covered by HyMap, Hyperion and
ASTER, but is out of range for WorldView2, LANDSAT and CASI.
Another major cause of loss of spectral information is reduced number of bands. Most
RS satellite sensors are multispectral and not hyperspectral, meaning that they have
no more than 10–15 bands, and usually less. Bands must be wide and handful to
create a readable signal from the relatively small amount of photons reflected to the
detector from the ground. A field/lab spectrometer such as the ASD FieldSpec Pro
has more than 2000 bands covering the same spectral region as the spaceborne
sensors. The significant reduction in spectral resolution often results in a significant
loss of potential data and can make minerals such as jarosite and others more difficult
to detect, as demonstrated in Figure 5-3: the absorption features at 575 nm (B) and
920 nm (C) are easily detected by Hyperion and HyMap, while not detected by
ASTER or WorldView2. Notice that LANDSAT, although being multispectral with
about half the number of bands as ASTER, can detect both features due to better
band localization (in this particular case), whereas ASTER perfectly detects the
absorption feature at 2276 nm (D). In the case in which one sensor detects some
features while the other sensor detects different features, it would be wise to check
the spectral properties of other materials in the area. This way, one might better
understand how a given target can be spectrally distinguished from its surroundings.
Summarizing:


When choosing a hyperspectral sensor, it is crucial to take note of the
spectral coverage and to check that absorption features of the target in
question are within range.



When choosing a multispectral sensor, it is crucial to check not only
coverage region and number of bands, but also band localization relative to
the absorption features of the target in question.



Other materials in the survey area should be sampled to collect end
members (see section 5.1) and to achieve a good understanding of the
spectral discrimination of the target in question.
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Figure 5-3: The jarosite absorption feature at 440 nm (A) is not covered by ASTER,
LANDSAT (multispectral spaceborne sensors) or HyMap (hyperspectral airborne
sensor). It is partly covered by WorldView2 (multispectral spaceborne sensor) and fully
covered by Hyperion (hyperspectral spaceborne sensor) and CASI (hyperspectral
airborne sensor). The absorption features at 575 nm (B) and 920 nm (C) are easily
detected by Hyperion and HyMap, while not detected by ASTER or WorldView2. In this
particular case, LANDSAT can detect both features due to good band localization.
ASTER perfectly detects the absorption feature at 2276 nm (D) which is also covered
and detected by HyMap and Hyperion but is out of range for WorldView2, LANDSAT and
CASI.
Aside from the variations in spectral configuration, one should take into account the
different spatial resolutions of the various sensors and their significance (Figure 5-4).
A detailed explanation of this topic can be found in EO-Miners deliverable D1.8 (Falck
et al. 2012). When visiting the survey area, homogeneous targets should be
measured or estimated for their size. To obtain a pure pixel, the target should be at
least three times larger than the sensor's GSD (ground sample distance, i.e. distance
between pixel centers measured on the ground). When this is not the case, the target
will be measured as mixed pixels and ground teams should be aware of this when
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collecting end-member measurements (see chapter 5.1.2). Low spatial resolution will
sometimes be the only available choice due to budget constraints, availability or a
professional decision: the use of high spectral resolution data comes at the cost of
high spatial resolution, as demonstrated in Figure 5-5 (as a rule of thumb, high
spectral resolution sensors will have low spatial resolution—the same amount of
reflected or emitted energy is divided between more bands, thus if the GSD is small,
the SNR will be low and data quality will be poor). The solution is either to stay above
the target longer, which is impossible for satellites and airplanes, or to increase the
GSD, resulting in more energy reaching the sensor from each sampling point, but a
decrease in spatial resolution. To avoid compromising on either spectral or spatial
data, a possible solution is to order two data sets—one with high spectral resolution
and the other with high spatial resolution. Note that high spatial resolution data might
be available for free from either Google Earth or airborne orthophotos which some
countries provide as a public service via the web (e.g. http://www.mapy.cz/ for the
Czech Republic). Working in parallel on the spectral and spatial dimensions can help
the RS analyst fill in the missing data, for example, by gaining a better understanding
of what a mixed pixel is made of and identifying the targets seen in the low spatial
resolution image when analyzing urban environments (Figure 5-6)..

Figure 5-4: Different spatial resolution results in different apparent morphology of an
object on the ground (source: http://www.satimagingcorp.com/characterization-ofsatellite-remote-sensing-systems.html)
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Figure 5-5: Correlation between spatial resolution and spectral bandwidth (a component
of spectral resolution)
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Figure 5-6: Working in parallel on the spectral and spatial dimensions can help complete
the data, such as the nature of the targets seen in the low spatial resolution image,
especially (but not only) when analyzing urban environments
Several additional aspects need to be taken into account when planning any air- or
spaceborne mission.
Sensor availability: Most spaceborne sensors have a return time of 1–14 days,
meaning the sensor can acquire imagery of the same place every few days. This is
only a constraint in some particular cases. Nevertheless, sensors might not be
available for a variety of reasons—from technical to bureaucratic or political. In
addition, there might be a long waiting list for image acquisitions by certain sensors.
Thus it would be wise, as a first step, to check the availability of all potential sensors
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covering the research area. In addition, some airborne sensors might not be available
for similar reasons.
Time lapse: When one of the mission goals is change detection, satellites that have
been orbiting the earth for several years (e.g. LANDSAT since the early 1970s) can
be very helpful. Utilizing the same type of data sets for change-detection purposes will
facilitate image interpretation and increase its quality. For airborne missions, it would
be wise to check past airborne projects carried out in the research area (even if those
were for different purposes).
Budget constraints: Budget management is a wide and complex subject, which this
document does not intend to analyze. Nevertheless, there are two budget-related
issues that must be emphasized in this section:


Satellite sensors can be either commercial or public. Public sensors usually
provide their data free of charge (or in some cases for a low price).
Therefore, it is recommended to create a database of all of the free satellite
data prior to ordering costly imagery from commercial satellites. This will
help in understanding what additional imagery is needed.



Airborne imagery is significantly pricier than satellite imagery and often
covers less area (see Table 9: A comparison between general parameters
of airborne and spaceborne remote sensing). When planning a mission, it
is vital to ask "What additional factors, which cannot be seen from space,
can the airborne campaign provide?" The answer to this question will help
decide whether an airborne campaign is needed and if so, which sensor is
preferred.
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Table 9: A comparison between general parameters of airborne and spaceborne remote
sensing
Parameter

Airborne

Spaceborne

Spatial resolution

0.25 m (RGB)–5 m

0.5 m–1000 m

Spectral resolution

RGB to hyperspectral

Mostly pan (1 band) to
multispectral up to 1000
nm. Some hyperspectral
as well

Availability

Several
sensors;
ordering campaign must
take place a few months
ahead

Most
sensors
are
available
for
image
acquisition
on
short
notice. Past imagery can
also be downloaded

Time lapse

On demand

A large amount of past
data from all sensors,
making change detection
feasible

Cost

Very
pricey—starting
from ~10,000 €

Public sensors are free
of charge. Commercial
sensors charge ~2000 €
for 100 sq km

SNR

High

High for RGB/pan, lower
for hyperspectral

Georeferencing

Might cause difficulties
because
of
flight
conditions;
sometimes
there is no GPS onboard

Images
are
often
provided georeferenced
or orthorectified

Geometric distortions

Common (caused
flight conditions)

Usually none
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5.1 Ground team mission planning
For the purpose of developing applications, testing algorithms to derive biophysical
parameters or calibrating airborne RS data, fieldwork needs to be carried out by
ground teams. This is done with the aim of collecting a wide variety of ground truth
data via in-situ measurements or by sample collection for later analysis in the
laboratory. This section relates only to the ground and auxiliary measurements that
can be carried out during, or as close in time as possible to the overflights to enhance
the use and interpretation of the RS data. These data can be used in empirical
corrections of the airborne data to remove or minimize the effects of atmospheric
distortions or to check parametric atmospheric corrections using radiative transfer
codes. Simple measures of surface barometric pressure, temperature and humidity
are also extremely useful when applying corrections to airborne RS data.
(http://arsf.nerc.ac.uk/howtoapply/planning.asp?cookieConsent=A)
 Notice: Entering permissions to alleged sampling sites might be needed from
the local authorities and companies. If a certain site is fundamental to the
campaign, this should be checked and cleared in advance.

5.1.1 Target Selection
There are a few general guidelines that should be considered when choosing ground
targets to be measured. The targets are divided in to three categories: calibration,
validation and materials of interest.
The first two targets are used for calibrating and validating the airborne or spaceborne
sensor data with ground surface measurements. Calibration targets are mainly used
in the processing stage of sensor data such as atmospheric correction, where the
radiance values of the sensor are mapped to reflectance data. The ground calibration
measures are used as part of this atmospheric removal process. Validation targets
are used to check the quality of the acquired data and to estimate the success of the
preprocessing procedures. The materials of interest targets are the thematic mapping
objectives of the research. These targets are an expansion of the validation targets
and in fact there is no clear separation between the two, although some validation
targets might not be of interest for the research objectives.
Optimally, all targets should be as homogeneous as possible, flat (not on a slope) and
clear during image acquisition (e.g. parking lot without cars, no players in sports
fields, etc.).
Calibration: Calibration targets should be large, homogeneous, spectrally
featureless, and with various albedo levels. Their area should contain at least 3 x 3
pixels of the airborne mission. The type of material should be as featureless as
possible in the spectral zone to be investigated. Materials with a range of brightness
levels should be selected without vegetation or water. Examples of good calibration
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targets include: asphalt (Figure 5-7a), concrete, salt, sand (Figure 5-7b), gravel, limed
and painted surfaces, tin or painted tin. A variety of brightness levels can also be
achieved with artificial agricultural black polyethylene nets of various densities as
vicarious calibration targets (Figure 5-7c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-7: Example calibration targets. (a) Asphalt parking lot, (b) bright white beach
sand, (c) artificial agricultural black polyethylene nets of various densities as vicarious
calibration targets
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Validation: Validation targets should be spectrally variable, i.e. they should have
spectral features across the relevant spectral region (e.g. the VIS–NIR–SWIR region
in reflective RS) and that they should be significantly spectrally different. Targets such
as vegetation, soil/rocks and man-made materials are good for this purpose.
Furthermore, research objectives should be taken into account when deciding on
validation targets; for example, if water bodies are to be monitored in the research, a
water body should be used as a validation target even though it does not fulfill the
above criteria.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5-8: Example validation targets. (a) Artificial grass, (b) grass, (c) exposed mine
soil, (d) bare soil
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Materials of interest: According to the goals of the mission and indicators to be
found in the area in question, ground samples and measurements are needed. In our
case, targets representing specific materials related to mining activity, such as AMD,
waste piles and polluted soil, will be the first choice. Moreover, it is advisable to
sample as many different materials as possible, for two main reasons:
1. Although optimally, targets should be 3 x 3 pixels, homogeneous and flat, in
most cases they are not. This requires a more complex image-processing
effort in which end members are extracted. For this purpose, a complete
understanding of the spectral variability of the survey area is essential.
2. A ground-sampling campaign of a survey area is usually undertaken once or
twice (at most) during a project and its timing is subject to multiple
bureaucratic and logistic issues. The ground campaign will not always be fully
synchronized with the airborne campaign or the spaceborne image
acquisition. For this reason, it is worth collecting or measuring a large variety
of samples, even though they are not certain to be needed further in the
project.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5-9: Possible materials of interest from mining site surroundings. (a) Abandoned
coal mine with AMD, (b) AMD from waste dumps, (c) abandoned kaolinite mine, (d)
different mineral layers that can be found in the area, (e) recultivated area, (f) concrete
factory with pure end-member piles
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5.1.2 Candidate target selection and documentation
Target selection
Selecting candidate targets is done prior to the survey area visit and can be done
according to two types of data sets – EO images and interviews:
1. EO images: A space or airborne high resolution image where spatial details of
the site can be clearly seen. In many cases a Google Earth image is sufficient
for this cause. The area is thoroughly examined by RS experts from all
participating partners and targets of interest are marked.
2. Interviews: Useful information regarding targets of interest can also be
provided by advising local stakeholders, local research groups, governmental
offices, local population or project partners that have already visited the survey
area.
After extracting the information from images and interviews, sampling targets are
marked and a mapped image or a set of mapped images is created. Figure 5-10 is an
example of such a map for the Kazarman area in Kyrgyzstan (in proximity to the
Makhmal gold mine). This map is based on the Google Earth interface. Although all
targets can be used as materials of interest and for validation, targets that can also
provide calibration data are circled in red. Targets were selected according to the
guidelines described in section 5.1.1, as well as according to the terrain and
hydrology of the area and with an intention to cover all major surfaces presented
(natural vegetation, cultivated vegetation, various soil types, roads, dirt roads, rivers
and river banks etc.).
Target documentation
When targets are sampled, the sampling location should be well documented,
including the following:


Time and date of measurements



GPS readings



Brief and accurate description of the measurement location and the sampled
substance



Photographs of the sampled substance, the surroundings and any other
relevant phenomena in the area.
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When several teams are performing measurements for the same project, it is vital to
establish uniformity among them. For this purpose, all teams operating the same
measuring instrument will use an agreed-upon standardized measuring protocol (an
example for an ASD FieldSpec Pro measuring protocol is presented in appendix 4). In
addition, all teams should record their sampling data on a standardized form
(examples of detailed and compact ASD FieldSpec Pro sampling forms are presented
in appendix 5).
To facilitate semi-automatic digital documentation for mobile instruments, TAU has
developed an Android-based application. Similar but more basic freely available
applications can also be found (such as Memoires – https://play.google.com/store/
apps/details?id=net.nakvic.dromoris&hl=en), which run on the Android mobile
operation system or iPhone/iPad operation system. These can be used for fast
archiving of field data. The archiving tool can store photos, GPS coordinates, height,
weather, and user-descriptive meta data and comments. These data can be easily
exported to Google Earth and Google spreadsheet.
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Figure 5-10: Candidate targets for sampling in Kazarman area, Kyrgyzstan (in proximity
to the Makhmal gold mine) marked on a Google Earth image. Calibration targets are
circled in red.

5.1.3 Field measurement to be considered
There are a variety of field measurements and sample-collection approaches that can
be carried out in a field campaign. One of the mission-planning aspects considers the
type of field equipment to be used. The final decision on which field measurements
will be performed follows four basic considerations:
1. Equipment that will provide useful and reliable data to answer the question at
hand
2. Availability of equipment (this includes budget-wise)
3. Availability of experts to operate the equipment and process and analyze the
obtained data
4. The need for compliance of the obtained data with other data sets for
calibration and/or validation.
Possible sample collection or field measurements might include the following:


Spectral measurements in the sunlight reflective range (0.4–2.5 µm)
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Thermal emission measurements in the longwave infrared (LWIR) range (8–
14 µm)



Chlorophyll and nitrogen content of vegetation



Lichen species collection



Sample collection of dust, soil, water and moss for chemical analyses in the
laboratory



Sample collection for spectral laboratory analysis (X-ray diffraction (XRD),
FTIR, SEM, thermal gravimetric analysis TGA, X-ray fluorescence (XRF))



Frequency domain electromagnetic (FDEM) measurements



Ground-penetrating radar (GPR)



Gravimetric measurements



Radioactivity measurements

More detailed descriptions of measuring tools and techniques can be found in EOMiners deliverable D1.8 (Falck et al. 2012).

5.1.4 Collecting global positioning data
For the purpose of georectification of the air- or spaceborne data, a set of
measurements to determine the exact location of ground control points (GCPs) may
be taken before, during or after the flights (as demonstrated in Figure 5-11). These
are best made with a global positioning satellite (GPS) system used in differential
mode to obtain precise location coordinates of features that can be easily located in
the imagery. GPS-based GCPs may be used where very high precision geometric
rectification is required by elimination of residual translational errors resulting from
use of the in-flight navigational data (level 3b products). GCPs derived from map
coordinates alone may not be sufficiently accurate for use due to errors in the original
base map triangulation or in the transformations needed between the Ordnance
Survey (OSGB36) coordinate system and the World Geodetic System (WGS84) used
by the constellation of GPSs.
(http://arsf.nerc.ac.uk/howtoapply/planning.asp?cookieConsent=A)
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Figure 5-11: Positioning a permanent GPS point in a
cultivated field near Kazarman, Kyrgyzstan (top) and getting a
GPS reading from a permanent point nearby (right).

5.2 Airborne mission planning
In this section, we describe the planning of a mission for an airborne campaign. This
task requires significant preparation and knowledge of the advantages and
disadvantages of the technology. The idea behind using RS tools is to obtain, as a
final product, an advanced thematic map that no other technology can provide. In the
planner's mind, the major step toward achieving the main prerequisite of a thematic
map is to generate a reflectance or emission image from the raw data.
Airborne mission planning procedure: a synopsis
The following list is a synopsis of an airborne mission planning procedure. This
synopsis is followed by a more detailed discussion of these procedures.
General preparations


Determine a flight-ground operative coordinator



Determine a sensor for the mission.
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Check sensor configurations and ability: IFOV, FOV, type of detectors,
radiometric calibration, SNR, possibility for interactive gain, spectral resolution,
etc.



Set spectral and spatial configuration.



Make sure you are familiar with the output format and that it is compatible with
your processing software.



Define the exact sensing area.



Get background information of the area: maps, DEM, weather, etc.



Visit the sensing area and check for possible problematic issues (such as
access, dangerous areas, mobility, etc.).



Define the optimal time for the mission (day and month).



Define flight lines in view of issues such as terrain, BRDF, air-traffic control.



Confirm overlap between flight lines (should be 20–30%).



Include one diagonal cross line which overlaps all flight lines.



Include calibration targets within the area of coverage.



Ensure open flight routes and coordinate with flight control authorities.



Define ground teams' work objectives for the day of the flight.



Prepare a phone list of all people involved.



Test radio frequencies for air–ground communication (if possible).

Flight-day preparations


Check the weather.



Ensure flight clearance.



Brief the aircrew.



Brief the ground teams.



Distribute report forms for ground and air teams.



Go over ground teams' field equipment checklists.



Define go/no go situations and determine alternatives for no go.
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Ground-team preparations


The team leader should visit the survey area in advance.



If possible, collect samples or perform measurements in the field prior to the flight
day.



Fully charge all equipment.



Plan sampling locations and materials for calibration, validation and materials of
interest.



Prepare all equipment according to checklists.



Prepare data sheets for documentation.

After the flight


Back up all raw digital information (ground and airborne data).



Collect and put together all ground samples—physical and digital.



Locate sampling points on a map.



Check what data were collected and if there are any errors.



Collect forms from air and ground teams.



Check all listings and notes and clarify any misunderstandings.



Debrief both ground and air teams

Airborne mission planning procedure: detailed discussion
First, a scientific (or applied) question has to be asked, such as: “Where are saline
soil spots found over a large area?” For such a mission, the user has to determine
whether there is any spectral information on the topic which is being covered by the
current remote sensor. This investigation might consist of direct examination or a
literature search of both the area in question and the advantages of using RS for this
purpose (the use of RS to answer simple thematic questions is often technological
overkill). Once this investigation is done, the question is: "What are the exact spectral
regions that are important for the phenomenon in question and what pixel size is
needed?" In addition, the question of what SNR values will enable such detection
should be raised. With this information in hand, the next step is to search for the
instrument. Sometimes a particular instrument is available and there is no other
choice. In this case, the first spectral investigation stage should focus on the available
sensor and its spectral performance infrastructure (configuration, resolution, SNR,
etc.). It is recommended that the spectral information on the thematic question be
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checked at the sensor-configuration stage. In some sensors, especially pushbroom
ones, it is possible to program the spectral configuration using a new arrangement of
the CCD assembly.
In this respect, it is important that the flight altitude be taken into consideration (for
both pixel size and integration time) along with aircraft speed. Most sensors have
tables listing these components and the user can use them to plan the mission frame.
As within this issue, the user can configure the bands with different FWHM and
positions, it should be remembered that combined with spatial resolution, this might
affect the SNR. When selecting the sensor, it is important to obtain (if this is the first
use) a sample cube to learn about the sensor's performance. It is also beneficial to
consult with other people who have used this equipment. Information on when and
where the last radiometric calibration was performed, as well as on the sensor's
stability and uncertainties, is very important. It is better if the sensor's calibration file is
provided but if not, the sensor’s owner should be asked about the last calibration date
and its temporal performance. Quality assurance (QA) of the sensor’s radiance must
be performed to ensure a smooth transition to the next stage, namely atmospheric
correction. Methods and tools to inspect these parameters have been developed by
Schlapfer and Richter (2002) as well as under the EUFAR JRA2 initiative, and
recently also by Brook and Ben Dor (2011). The area in question is generally covered
by 30% overlap between the lines (Figure 5-12). This has to be carefully planned in
advance, taking into consideration the swath of the sensor and other aircraft
information. A preference for flying toward or against the direction of the sun's
azimuth needs to be decided upon, and it is recommended that the Google Earth
interface be used to allocate the flight lines and provide a table for each line, with
starting and ending points for all flight lines. One also needs to check if the GPS INS
system is available and configure it to be able to ultimately allocate this information in
a readable and synchronized form.
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Figure 5-12: Flight lines from the Sokolov 2009 airborne campaign of the EO-Miners
project. Overlap between flight lines is at least 30% on each side. This can help
understand and solve a variety of preprocessing difficulties.
A list of go/no go items should be established. For instance, a weather forecast
should be on hand 24 hours in advance, with updates every 3 hours. If possible, a
representative should be sent to the area in question to report on cloud coverage
close to acquisition time. One should be aware of the fact that a 4/8 cover over the
area translates to almost 100% coverage of the flight lines that appeared to be free of
clouds. Moreover, problems that may emerge at the airport need to be taken into
consideration, such as a malfunctioning GPS or an altitude obtained from air control
that differs from that which was planned. The go/no go checklist should be used for
these issues as needed. Each go/no go list is unique, and one should be established
for every mission.
The aircrew members (operators, navigator and pilot) must be briefed before and
debriefed after the mission. A logbook document should be prepared for the aircrew
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members (pilot and operator) in which they report on every flight line. It is important to
plan a dark current acquisition before and after each line acquisition. Acquisition of a
vicarious calibration site on the way to the area in question should also be planned
for, which has been well prepared and documented in advance. Radio contact with
the aircrew should be established at a working frequency before, during and after the
overpass. A ground team should be prepared and sent to the area in question to: (1)
calibrate the sensor's radiance and examine its performance (Brook and Ben Dor
2011), (2) validate the atmospheric correction procedure and (3) collect information
that will be useful further on for thematic mapping (e.g. leaf chlorophyll concentration).
The ground team should be prepared according to a standard protocol and it should
be ensured that they are furnished with the necessary equipment (such as video and
still cameras, field spectrometer, maps, sun photometer and GPS). Following
acquisition, the data should be immediately backed up and quality-control checks run
to determine its reliability. Afterwards, the pilot logbook, ground documentation and
any other material that evolved during the mission should be collected.
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Table 11 provides information regarding the planning procedure of an airborne
hyperspectral image acquisition campaign. In addition to the information presented
above and in the table, several important issues need to be addressed and
emphasized for the successful execution of an airborne campaign:


The involvement of a person with good knowledge of bureaucratic issues
concerning flight and customs regulations is highly recommended.



The end user should be interviewed before flight and ground campaign
mission planning. As the end user is often not familiar with EO techniques, it is
recommended that the interview not include uniquely structured questions;
rather, this should be an “open” interview, aimed at understanding all of the
end user's needs.



A person should be chosen to be in charge of the ground and air teams for
each mission; this person will also function as a coordinator between the
different teams.



Bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) should be considered
when planning the flight line direction. The optimal flight line direction in terms
of BRDF is determined well in advance. All other possible flight line directions
should be assessed for BRDF effects.



10 days prior to the flight campaign, weather conditions at the site should be
monitored and archived, mainly precipitation accumulation, temperature and
sun hours. 7 days prior to the flight, the weather forecast for the flight day
should be checked and monitored daily until the day of the flight. This includes
cloud cover and type, wind speed and direction (on the ground and at the flight
altitude), precipitation, aerosols and visibility. Based on past experience, the
flight proceeds when cloud cover is less than 50%.



Prior to the flight, air and ground teams should be briefed on the general
mission objectives.



Immediately after the flight, all data are saved and archived.



After the flight, air and ground teams should be debriefed and any special
remarks regarding the data acquisition should be noted and annexed to the
data that are distributed for further processing.



Ground team measurements and data collection are usually performed
several days before the flight, on the day of the flight and several days after
the flight.

Table 10 provides a day-by-day description of a planned mission timetable.
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Table 10: Tentative schedule for site visit and flight campaign
Day

Description

0

Arrival at site headquarters accommodation

1

- Calibration site survey and detailed
sampling plan
- Ground equipment functionality check
- Sample collection for chemical analysis in
the laboratory

2

- Validation site survey and ground
equipment calibration
- Sample collection for chemical analysis in
the laboratory

3

- Acquisition site survey + sampling
- Sample collection for chemical analysis in
the laboratory

4

- Flight campaign calibration site sampling
- Sample collection for chemical analysis in
the laboratory
- Initial ground data validation
- Summary, wrap-up and Action Items

5

Dust trap distribution
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Table 11: Airborne mission planning (combination of spaceborne and airborne image acquisition and ground spectral and chemical
sampling for the Sokolov site, and geophysical methods for the RSA site)
General

Notes

HYMAP (HS)

AHS (TIR)

Geophysical
airborne
sensors (EM,
aeromagnetic)

Requirements

Chosen sensor
system should be
available

A

Sensor selection
(including all legal
and technical
procedures needed
for operation)

DLR

CzechGS, DLR,
TAU (legal
aspects will be
organized by the
company)

CGS-RSA
(Mpumalanga)

B

Target area
selection

Sokolov mining site and
surroundings

Sokolov mining
site and
surroundings

CGS-RSA
(Mpumalanga)

C

Survey layout: flight
line optimization
and planning

DLR

INTA

CGS-RSA
(Mpumalanga)

D

Mission scheduling:
weather and
seasonal
considerations

DLR/CzechGS

DLR/CzechGS

CGS-RSA
(Mpumalanga)

E

Calibration sites
(where & when)

Location Chodov:
Sports center (water, asphalt,
artificial grass, grass, sand);
usually opens in the afternoon;
probably crowded on weekends;

Spatial
temperature
measurements at
different sites by
autonomously

CGS-RSA
(Mpumalanga)
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the specific
sensor, to
obtain at least
1 'clean' pixel

for scheduled sporting events
check website http://www.bvcchodov.cz/

recording loggers
(installed at least
2 weeks before
flight takes place)

Building yard (concrete, asphalt;
both heavily weathered; useful?)
Search for another calibration site
cluster in a distant village/city
featuring different material types
Measurement during overflight
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F

Validation sites
(where & when)

Final report

It is
recommended
that the site be
3 times larger
than the spatial
resolution of
the specific
sensor, to
obtain at least
1 'clean' pixel

Validation sites:
More validation targets necessary
covering the area of all HS image
strips

Spectral
sampling of
various targets
should be
undertaken,
preferably
asphalt,
vegetation and
soil (or other
targets with
dissimilar
spectral
signatures)

Definition of a visiting path

Bright to dark homogeneous
targets
Measurement before and after
overflight

Access permissions?

Validation sites
More validation
targets necessary
covering the area
of all image strips
on homogeneous
targets

CGS-RSA
(Mpumalanga)

Measurement
before and after
overflight
Installation of
ground-based
optical sensors to
measure incoming
radiance, albedo,
etc. in the TIR
domain
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5.2.1 Flight planning
The following section describes technical aspects of the flight planning procedure
from the viewpoint of the sensor service provider. This is located between the mission
ordering and mission acquisition steps of the mission planning procedure shown in
Figure 1-1. The description is based on the processes of the ISO-9001 certified DLR
user service OpAiRS (Optical Airborne Remote Sensing and Calibration Facility, ISO)
but can also be generally applied to other airborne surveys.
Survey Request
Upon the customer's request, the sensor service provider issues a survey request
form to be filled out by the customer. The form ensures that all necessary information
for successful flight planning, data processing and data delivery is provided. This form
typically includes:


Contact information of the principal investigator (the responsible person on the
customer's side)



General area information (coordinates of the site to be overflown, terrain
information, country, etc.)



General survey information (sensor of interest, flight windows)



Mission objectives (intended use of the imagery data)



Flight line requirements (area of interest, ground resolution, flight line
orientation)



Data-processing requirements
projection, resampling, etc.)



Data delivery modalities

(atmospheric

&

geometric

correction,

Once it has been filled out, the provider checks the document for completeness and
consistency. Unclear topics are discussed with the customer to verify that needs and
expectations are understood and correctly addressed. A final consolidated survey
request form is generated which serves as input for the survey feasibility step.
Survey Feasibility
The provider checks the feasibility of the customer's request in terms of airborne
sensor systems operation, staff availability, available processing capabilities, cost and
the overarching campaign plan in the case of multiple concurring customer requests.
This includes preparation of a survey plan which is sent to the customer for crosscheck and thereafter forwarded to the provider’s flight operations department for
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required flight permissions and cost estimate. The provider schedules the survey
according to the customer’s flight windows, the internal campaign plan, a priority list
and the availability of aircraft, sensor and personnel. If the survey is not feasible, the
provider contacts the customer to discuss alternative solutions (update of survey
request, change in survey plan).
If the survey plan is feasible, an informal cost estimate is sent to the customer. Once
this is agreed to, a formal quote is issued. When the final order confirmation is
received from the customer, the planned survey is added to the provider’s internal
campaign plan.
Survey Realization
This step covers the coordination of activities during the flight campaign to ensure
effective and efficient data acquisition for the customer’s survey request. Briefings are
held to assess the weather forecast and to update the campaign plan schedule. The
customer is informed after each briefing, especially of the upcoming survey in his/her
area of interest.
Within OpAiRS the following internal briefings are held by the provider:


2 days before the scheduled flight, the weather forecast for the planned survey
areas is reviewed. In the case of promising conditions, the customers are
informed, by 1500 hours at the latest, of the possibility of an overflight.



1 day before the scheduled flight, the decision for the overflight is made if the
probability of less than 2/8 cloud cover is higher than 50%. The customers are
informed of the “go” decision by 1500 hours at the latest.



On the scheduled flight day, the final go/no go decision is made 1 hour before
takeoff. The customers are immediately informed, and advised of the
approximate time for airborne data collection. Thus, simultaneous activities of
ground teams can be scheduled. After the flight, the customers receive an
informal notification of the flight outcomes.



At the end of each survey day (or 1 day later), raw data quality reports,
including quicklooks, are generated and a debriefing is held to decide whether
the quality of the flow data is appropriate or the data take needs to be
repeated. The customer receives the quicklooks and becomes involved in the
process.



At the end of the campaign, a complete report is generated. Aside from the
daily quality reports, this includes general aspects of the campaign such as
sensor information and flight schedules, as well as product description and a
data-processing information table (flight heading, pitch, roll, altitude, time, pixel
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size, and more, per strip). Such a report was produced for the HyEurope 2009
campaign by Bachmann and Weide and is presented in appendix 6.
When the data takes have been successful, the provider performs the requested
data-processing steps according to the survey request form and delivers the final
products to the customer.

5.2.1.1 Aircrew prebriefing and debriefing
Before and after any airborne mission, the aircrew is respectively prebriefed and
debriefed. According to the U.S. Air Force Civil Air Patrol, prebriefing and debriefing
should include the following.
Prebriefing
The mission commander is responsible for the overall success of the mission and is
the final authority on all aspects of the mission. The mission commander is
responsible for prebriefing all mission details. The mission commander will brief (as a
minimum) on weather, NOTAMS (Notice to Airmen; a NOTAM is filed with the aviation
authorities to alert aircraft pilots of any hazards en route or at a specific location),
aircraft safety and emergency procedures. Note: this does not preclude the mission
commander's responsibility for the aircraft and overall flight safety.
Special emphasis should be placed on mission risk assessments, the routes to and
from the site in question, aircraft limitations and operating procedures, as well as crew
communication procedures. Briefing should include the overall mission objectives,
crew member in-flight communication procedures and mission responsibilities as
appropriate. It should also include search area planning, coverage, estimated time,
method of track alignment (turns) and return to base. Ground and in-flight emergency
procedures, taxi, takeoff, and in-flight procedures should be reviewed with each crew
member.
Debriefing
After the flight, the mission commander will review the in-flight coverage data with the
crew. Areas for debriefing include: efficiency and search pattern coverage, inter-plane
communications between all crew members, overall mission effectiveness and
lessons learned/areas needing improvement. Coverage data should be reviewed to
help visualize the actual course flown and to aid in the debriefing of the training
activities. The mission commander should also debrief each crew member on how
well they accomplished their mission responsibilities.
(U.S. Air Force, Civil Air Patrol,
http://members.gocivilairpatrol.com/media/cms/2008_06_05_ARCHER.pdf)
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5.3 Ordering spaceborne imagery
After choosing the desired instrument characteristics (according to sections 3 and 5),
the next step is to order imagery from one of the RS satellites orbiting the earth. The
availability and price of the imagery should be verified.
Image availability: The availability of images from different sensors is limited by
several factors. Some of limitations are natural, and some are from commercial and
organizational sources.
The natural limitations are different for different wavelengths. Acquisition of optical
images is limited by cloud cover. The severity of this limitation depends on the area
but it is considerable for all areas with forest cover. Another limitation of the passive
optical sensors is that they can operate only under daylight conditions. The sun’s
angle has an effect on the usability of the images and this further limits their
availability. Sensors onboard satellites can be part of a scientific mission by national
or international space agencies (e.g. ASTER) and their data are available under some
scientific agreements, free or mission-targeted, whereas others are purely commercial
and can be purchased (e.g. WV2). Data can be requested from archives (public
archives are easy to access) or may be acquired from a specific mission (space
agency activities are difficult to access). Satellites can cover the entire world on a
routine basis (e.g. LANDSAT) or while targeting a mission (e.g. CHRIS PROBA).
The microwave instruments are nearly insensitive to weather conditions in the
atmosphere. However, the moisture of the target strongly affects the images.
The time that one satellite can devote to collecting images during one orbit may be
limited by the satellite's data storage capacity, downlink capacity or power conditions.
Together with the pixel size, this limits the area that the satellite can image per unit
time. Some satellites have limited pointing capability and this increases the possibility
of obtaining an image from a certain site if the pixel size is small. However, this offnadir viewing affects image quality.
The satellites usually acquire images based on programming (a customer orders an
image covering a certain area and the satellite is tasked to do this) and background
activity (the extra instrument operating time available after specific orders have been
fulfilled to collect images from areas that may be used in the future). The images from
both acquisition types are usually archived for possible later use. The availability and
condition of these archives must be checked if a system is to use existing imagery.
In practice, the availability of images for an application may be limited by their price.
This applies mostly to sensors developed specifically for commercial applications
(e.g., sensors with small pixel size).
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Availability of images on a long-term basis is an important consideration when
building a monitoring system. Continuity requirements may be fulfilled by either a
series performed with the same instrument or by different instruments providing
similar capabilities. The life of a RS satellite is typically about 5 years. However, a
satellite may operate much longer or it may fail sooner. This is not known in advance.
In addition to radiometrically and/or geometrically corrected images, some satellite
systems provide so-called level 3 image products. One example of these is the
MODIS land cover product which classifies the land cover into 17 classes.
Pricing: The price of image data varies according to the instrument, but also
according to many other factors. These include the receiving station, geographical
area, customer type, archive vs. tasking, acquisition priority, and number of images
ordered.
A practical classification scheme that is useful for predicting the availability and price
level of the data is based on the purpose of the satellite. This divides the satellites into
four classes: experimental, research, non-commercial operational and commercial
operational.
The amount of data available from experimental satellites is usually small and there is
no guaranteed continuity. These data may be useful locally in some special cases.
Research satellites may be specialized or general. Some produce only a small
amount of data and are useful in special cases. Others (such as NASA’s MODIS and
ESA’s Envisat) produce large amounts of data worldwide. The price of data from the
research satellites is usually low (handling costs), but the continuity of similar data
after the satellite has failed is not guaranteed.
The non-commercial operational satellites (such as weather satellites and Landsat)
produce large amounts of data with good continuity. This usually also means that
there exist large archives of images from previous years. The price of data from these
satellites is low because governments pay most of the costs.
The commercial operational satellites (e.g., Spot and the very-high resolution
satellites) incorporate the cost of the satellites and their operation into the image
prices. The continuity is good if the commercial demand for the image type continues.
Note that inclusion of a satellite into one of the two operational categories may
depend on the nationality of the customer buying the data. In many cases, buyers
from the countries financing the satellite are charged non-commercial prices whereas
others pay commercial prices
(http://www.fao.org/docrep/006/ad650e/AD650E04.htm).
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Generally speaking, ordering task imagery from a commercial satellite will be most
expensive, while ordering an archived image from a non-commercial satellite is often
lowest in cost or free.
Price lists for spaceborne imagery can be found at the image providers' web sites. In
most cases, there is a minimum image size per order (usually between 25 and 100 sq
km). Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 show examples of prices for WorldView, QuickBird
and SPOT imagery. Notice that prices vary according to spectral configuration, task or
archive imagery, orthorectification, stereo imagery, speed of data delivery and cloud
cover (http://www.eurimage.com/products/pdf/prices.pdf).
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Figure 5-13: QuickBird and WorldView price list (in US $).
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Figure 5-14: SPOT pricelist (in US $)
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Ordering imagery usually requires contacting an image provider (e.g. DigitalGlobe) for
commercial images or searching for data already acquired by public satellites (mainly)
in a data search engine (e.g. EarthExplorer - Figure 5-15). Image tasking is available
for all commercial satellites as well as for some non-commercial satellites such as
Hyperion and CHRIS.

Figure 5-15: The EarthExplorer interface is simple and efficient for ordering imagery from
non-commercial satellites
Questions to be answered when ordering satellite imagery:


How can I place an order?



What is the minimum order size?



How can I check my order status?



Can I charge payment to my credit card?



What are the payment methods?



When can I expect my order to be delivered?



What are the delivery methods?



Is there special pricing for larger areas?



Is there an educational price?
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What are the requirements?



How can I define my area of interest for purchase?



How can I obtain sample imagery?



Can I place a tasking order for all relevant satellites?



What are the acceptable and unacceptable polygon shapes?



What file formats are available?



What are the available product types?



What options do I have in selecting off-nadir angles?



What is the collection window for tasking new images?

Figure 5-16: Mission order form
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5.4 EO-Miners Spaceborne and Airborne Mission Planning for
Specific Sites

Table 12 and Table 13 contain useful information regarding spaceborne and airborne
mission planning. After choosing a suitable sensor for the mission goals as described
above, a satellite order form should be submitted. When filling in the form, special
attention should be paid to the different product levels offered by the vendor. Although
some vendors offer atmospherically corrected products, it is recommended to order a
product in radiance values, preferably georeferenced (unless there is an option to
georeference the data after processing).
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Table 12: Spaceborne and airborne mission planning: summary of EO tools to be used at each test site
General

Notes

Sokolov

Witbank

Makmal

Comments

A

Optical data sets
(medium scale)

Archived data

Landsat4-5

Landsat4-5,
SPOT (2.5m)

Landsat4-5/
Landsat7 (gap
filled), SPOT

Land-use and land-cover
classes, spatial changes,
regular information

B

Optical high-res
data

Archived and new
tasks for the time
teams are on the
ground

CASI

WorldView2

WorldView2

C

Optical
hyperspectral
data

Archived data and
new tasks

HyMap,
CASI, AHS

D

Optical TIR

Archived data and
new tasks

AHS

FLIR,
Landsat4-5

Landsat4-5/
Landsat7 (gap
filled)

E

TerraSAR

New data tasks

DEM

DEM for part of
the region

DEM
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Table 13: Spaceborne and airborne mission planning: preperatory aspects/needs summary
General

Preprocessing

Cal / Val

Additional information

Needs

Comments

A

Optical data
sets (medium
scale)

Climatic data and
GPS information for
ATCOR and
GeoCorr

Spatial information
for areas without
changes

Topographic information,
topographic maps for
validation

---

Retrospective
analysis

B

Optical HR
data

Climatic data and
GPS information for
ATCOR and
GeoCorr

Spatial information
for local sites without
changes

Topographic information,
topographic maps for
validation

Spectroradiometric
information, GPS
measurements

Status quo,
ongoing changes
(two slots during
project life cycle)

Optical HS
data

Climatic data and
GPS information for
ATCOR and
GeoCorr

Additional
information on landuse classes

Topographic information,
topographic maps for
validation

Spectroradiometric
information, GPS
measurements

Topographic
mapping,
mapping of
special areas of of
interest

C

SAR data (not
TerraSAR)

Information on landcover for coherence
analysis

Topographic
information, GPS
coordinates

Surface changes caused
by mining activities

GPS information

Installation of
corner reflectors
would be helpful

D

TerraSAR

DEM generation

GPS information

Information about
infrastructure (urban
area)
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6 Resume
Mission planning is a crucial stage to achieve the final goal requested by the end
users. Several problems in open mining area arose and require EO monitoring on a
spatial basis. For mapping these problems, first a mission leader has to be selected
and nominated. He has to take care on all the steps mention in this document and be
responsible to the mission acquisition. It consists of interviews and pre luminary
study of the problem at hand (including visiting the area). Then, a wise selection of
EO means based on the question at hand, budget restriction, weather constrains and
sensors’ availability must be taken. A preparation of ground team and briefing and
debriefing of all crew (ground and air) must be done. Maps and auxiliary data of the
area must be collected and check list and documentation instruction must be used by
all. Once the EO mission is conducted (field, air or space) achieving and baked up the
data must be conducted immediately. A summary of the mission has to be written
along with future steps on the data processing stages. Another important stage is the
conclusion gained from each mission and constrains that are found. It is also
recommended that for each mission a go-no-go check list will be operative.
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7 Abbreviations
3S-HED
AHS
ALERT
ALOSPALSAR
AMD
AQG
ASD
ASTER
BIRD
BRDF
CASI
CCD
CHRIS
DEM
DM
EC
EM
EO
ER
ERS
ERSDAC
ESA
EUFAR
FDEM
FLIR
FOV
FTIR
FWHM
GCP
GIS
GPR
GPS
GSD
HRS
IFOV
IS

Sub-Surface Spectral Head Device
Airborne Hyperspectral Scanner
Automated Time-Lapse Electrical Resistivity
Advanced Land Observation Satellite-Phased Array Type L-Band Synthetic
Aperture Radar
Acid Mine Drainage
Air Quality Guidelines
Analytical Spectral Devices
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission And Reflection Radiometer
Bispectral Infrared Detection
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager
Charge-Coupled Device
Compact High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
Digital Elevation Model
Decision Maker
Electrical Conductivity
Electromagnetic
Earth Observation
Electrical Resistivity
European Remote Sensing
Earth Remote Sensing Data Analysis Center
European Space Agency
European Facility For Airborne Research
Frequency Domain Electro Magnetic Induction
Forward Looking Infrared
Field Of View
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Full Width Half-Maximum
Ground Control Points
Geographic Information System
Ground Penetrating Radar
Global Positioning System
Ground Sampling Distance
Hyperspectral Remote Sensing
Instantaneous Field Of View
Imaging Spectroscopy
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LiDAR
LWIR
MODIS
MWIR
NDT
NIR
NOTAM
OPAiRS
OSGB36
PM
QA
RADAR
RGB
RS
SAR
SEBASS
SEM
SNR
SPOT
SWIR
TABI
TET
TGA
TIR
VIS
WGS84
WHO
WR
XRD
XRF

Light Detection And Ranging
Long Wave Infra-Red
MOderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Mid Wave Infra-Red
Non-Destructive Testing
Near Infra-Red
NOtice TO AirMen
Optical Airborne Remote Sensing and Calibration Facility
Ordnance Survey Great Britain 1936
Particulate Matter
Quality Assurance
Radio Detection And Ranging
Red Green Blue
Remote Sensing
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Spatially Enhanced Broadband Array Spectrograph System
Scanning Electron Microscope
Signal to Noise Ratio
Système Pour L'Observation De La Terre
Short Wave Infra-Red
Thermal Airborne Broadband Imager
Technologieerprobungsträger
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis
Thermal Infra-Red
Visible
World Geodetic System 1984
World Health Organization
White Reference
X-Ray Diffraction
X-Ray Fluorescence
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Appendix 1: Ground team equipment checklist
The tables contain an equipment check-list for ground control teams. In Table 14
there is a list of equipment needed for the execution of ground spectral
measurements using and ASD field spectrometer. Following are six tables containing
a check-list for various geophysical sensors.
Table 14: ASD Spectrometer field check-list
General

Notes - General

A

ASD
spectrometer
(make sure that
ASD can record
radiance)
+
computer X 2

ASD inter-calibration
before campaign by
measurement
of
reference(s) with all
instruments

B

ASD
contact
probe X 2

DLR

C

Pistol grip device
X2

DLR

D

GPS device X 2

E

Sun photometer
X2

DLR

F

White reference
material
(preferably

DLR, TAU

Final report

GPS
readings
should be taken also
at
points
recognizable
from
the
air
(e.g.
junctions) in order to
validate the airborne
mission
GPS
readings.

Notes Sokolov

Responsibility
- Sokolov
DLR

DLR
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Hallon) X 2
G

Other calibration
material (sand?
Formica?) X 2

Needs to be decided

DLR, TAU

H

Fully
charged
spare battery

DLR

I

The EO-MINERS
ASD
measurement
protocol X 2

TAU

Table 15: ALERT System Mission Planning
Early Site Survey
General

Notes

A

Defining objectives

To assess the suitability of the test site at
Witbank 4 discard dump, Witbank colliery, RSA.

B

Criteria for choosing
measuring site

The Witbank 5 soil heap has an active leachate
plume

C

Storage arrangements
on site area

Anglo Coal can provide secure storage near site.

D

Vehicles needed for the
mission

4X4 vehicle for off-road transport

E

Local professional team
for survey

Dr R D Ogilvy (Geophysicist), Mr P I Meldrum
(Elect. Engineer), Field Assistant (tba): Liaison
officer from CGS (Dr H Coetzee; Liaison officer
from Anglo (Dr D Macpherson).
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Mission Planning
F

Shipping
procedures

2 months planning required pre-survey to
arrange
shipping,
site
preparation,
installation of ALERT system, survey design.

G

Equipment

ALERT instrument, batteries, electrode
arrays, cables, mobile phones, secure
enclosure, renewable power (solar panel).

H

Equipment
checking

At BGS prior to shipping, Mr Meldrum (BGS),
calibration at BGS test site.

I

Local professional
team
for
measurements

Mr Meldrum, Dr Chambers, 1 field Assistant
( tba)

J

Minimum planning
time ahead of the
measurement day

2 months

K

Site(s)
location
(name
&
coordinates)

L

Weather
considerations
limitations

M

&

Budget

Witbank 5, discard dump is situated at Anglo
Coal’s Bank Colliery ~22 km south of Middelburg.
Coordinates 46,000, 2,878,500.
Preferably dry. Site will be inaccessible if wet
& muddy.
~€2000 per line km ( incl. overheads)

Implementation Stages
N

Manual
survey

O

Installation

Final report

ERT

2 reconnaissance lines to define approx
plume geometry. (three days undertaken
CGS at September 2010)
Digging trenches for cables & electrodes
(400m long, 60cm deep) for 2 orthogonal
lines . Site secure cabin to house ALERT
electronics, recharge solar panels, & GSM
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telecommunications,
near
abandoned
treatment plant. Survey lines (x,y,z).
P

Testing
ALERT
installation

Check cable continuity, signal/noise, data
quality,
transmission
and
ALERT
functionality

Q

Initiate
measurement run

Check ERT data is collected, stored and
transmitted at pre-programmed times.
Optimise resolution. Invert and check
images.

R

Leave site

Return to UK.

Table 16: Geonics EM 34 (Frequency Domain) checklist
General

Notes - General

Geonics EM 34 + Laptop
X1

No need for calibration
before campaign

Notes RSA

Responsibility RSA
CGS

10m cable X 1, 20m cable
X1, 40m cable X 1

CGS

Multi-meter X 1

CGS

GPS device X 2

CGS

Receiver X 1, Transmitter
X1

CGS

Data transmission cable
X1

CGS

Transmitter loop X 1,
Receiver loop X 1

CGS

Battery charger X 1
Polycorder X 1

Final report
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Table 17: Geonics Protem 47 (Time domain) checklist
General

Notes - General

Notes RSA

Responsibility RSA

Geonics Protem 47 +
Laptop X 1

CGS

Transmitter loop X 1

CGS

Protem Receiver X 1

CGS

GPS device X 2

CGS
The instrument has an Internal
rechargeable battery

Battery charger X 1

CGS

Air-cored coils X 2

CGS

Reference cable X 1

CGS

TEM47 transmitter

CGS

Table 18: Tem-fast 48 (Time domain) checklist
General

Notes - General

Notes - RSA

Responsi
bility RSA

Tem-fast 48 +
Laptop X 1

CGS

Palm Top PC X 1

CGS

Test coil X 1

CGS

GPS device X 2

CGS

Antenna X 1

CGS

Sockets for
antennas X 1

CGS

Battery charger X 1

1 X Cable for
connecting to PC
Final report

The instrument
has an Internal
rechargeable
battery

CGS

CGS
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CGS

1 X Cable for
measurements

Table 19: Geotron G41 checklist
General

Geonics G41
Laptop X 1

Notes - General

Notes RSA

Responsibility RSA
CGS

+

Cable reel X 2

CGS

Stainless
steel
electrodes X 72

CGS

GPS device X 2

CGS

Insulated
wires/cable X 3

CGS

Battery cable X 1

For charging the battery

General

Notes - General

Notes RSA

Responsibility RSA
CGS

Transmitter X 1,
Receiver X 1
Battery charger X
1

CGS

The instrument has an
Internal rechargeable
battery

CGS

CGS
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Table 20: Iris SYSCAL Pro 72 multi-electrode unit checklist
General

Notes - General

Notes RSA

Responsibility RSA

Iris SYSCAL Pro 72 multielectrode unit + Laptop

CGS

Steel electrodes X 72

CGS

Connecting wires X 72

CGS

GPS device X 2

CGS

Cable connector boxes X
2

CGS

Multi-electrode cables X 4

CGS

Internal battery charger X
2

The instrument has an
Internal rechargeable
battery

CGS

Dumping cable X 1

CGS

Multi-meter X 1

CGS

Ancillary field equipment
Table 21 and Table 22 enclose lists of complementary field equipment to be taken in
all sorts of ground measurements.
Table 21 contains information about weather recording devices needed for the day of
the measurements. In Table 22 there is a list of different accessories required for the
completion of the task.

Table 21: Weather Recording Devices Check-list
General

A

Air temperature

Final report

Notes
General

Check nearby
radiosonde data or

-

Not
es Sok
olov

Respo
nsibilit
y
–
Sokolo
v/RSA
CzechGS/CG
S
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weather stations
B

Relative humidity

Check nearby
radiosonde data or
weather stations

CzechGS/CG
S

C

Wind speed & direction

Check nearby
radiosonde data or
weather stations

CzechGS/CG
S

D

Dust (dust traps)

TAU/CGS

Table 22: Other Field Equipment Check-list
General

Notes General
Approx. 7
samples. Min.
weight/volume
per sample?

Notes Sokolov

Responsibility
– Sokolov/RSA
TAU/CGS

A

Sampling
containers for
chemical and
physical lab
analysis

B

Digital camera

TAU, DLR/CGS

C

Notebooks & pens

CGS

D

Markers & stickers
(to mark samples)

CGS

E

Communication
devices between
teams and to
aircraft (mobile
phones? Radio?)

F

USB keys to
exchange
collected data

Personal

G

Maps of site

CzechGS/CGS
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Appendix 2: EO-MINERS Project: Participants,
Responsibilities and Expertise
The EO-MINERS project consists of several experts in EO missions. . This section
provides a comprehensive description of each group within the project for the purpose
of selecting expert for a mission/sensor at hand. It is however only partial list of
experts in EO arena and might be limited to assess all possible questions. If the end
user is searching for expert, this kind of description he/she should look for. In the EOMINERS, utilization of numerous and diverse monitoring systems are dedicated and
selected by the expertise provided by 10 different research institutions worldwide. The
selection is maid that the expertise would be sufficient to l allow a complete and
profound analyses of mine industry related environmental issues.
TAU is the leading university in Israel for imaging spectroscopy remote sensing
(ISRS), with specific emphasis on soil and mineral mapping for environmental
monitoring. More than 200 peer-reviewed, proceedings papers, chapters from books,
and technical reports have been published by the ISRS, covering issues mostly
dealing with new methods to integrate and assimilate remote sensing data of the soil,
water, atmosphere, rocks, and the living environment from afar by using
spectral information. Recently ISRS has established an imaging spectrometry (IS)
group composed of several leading scientists in Israel. The core for this activity is
supported by the Ministry of Science under a project entitled: "Establishing a National
Infrastructure for Imaging Spectroscopy Remote Sensing (IS) Processing:
Quantitative Novel Approaches to Map the Earth's Surface ". The lab is divided into
three parts: (a) a soil laboratory (for soil analysis), (b) a dark spectroscopy laboratory
furnished with BRDF assembly and 3 spectrometers, and (c) a processing computing
centre that comprises 15 working stations. The TAU-IRSL lab consists of a large soil
spectral library (more than 200 soils + 74 attributes for each soil) and additional
libraries of man-made materials, urban targets, organic matter, and sediment dust.
TAU’s RS lab has studied the contribution of IS technology to monitor the soil and the
urban environments. To that end, it has developed many applications that are based
on reflectance spectroscopy. Its research focuses on both quantitative and qualitative
analyses of field and laboratory reflectance data and on processing of airborne and
orbital hyper spectroscopy information for precise and advanced surface and
atmosphere mapping and pattern recognition. A recent overview paper of TAU-ISRS
entitled “imaging spectrometry for soil applications”, which was published in 2008 in
Agronomy Journal, is considered to be a key article for remote sensing of soil
attributes and mineralogy using the hyperspectral (IS) technology. The TAU-ISRS
personnel have a strong background and experience in soil science, spectroscopy,
and quantitative remote sensing applications. The TAU-ISRS received an award by
the President of Tel Aviv University for its excellence as a scientific centre and it is
known today for its excellence country-wide in both education and research activities.
TAU-ISRD is participating in the EUFAR project under the FP7 framework (EUFAR)
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and is serving as a steering committee member of the DIGISOIL (FP7) project. In
TAU-ISRS, international and national projects are being carried out for both
governmental and private sectors in Israel. TAU–ISRS also has proven experience in
management and execution of both international and national projects of large
partners such as GIF and BARD.
DLR (The German Aerospace Center) is composed of 28 institutes and facilities
distributed over eight locations. Remote sensing activities are concentrated within the
Earth Observation Centre (EOC) grouping The Remote Sensing Technology Institute
(IMF) and the German Remote Sensing Data Center (DFD). The DFD develops
products and system solutions for applications related to the environment, security
and geo-information, with an emphasis on agriculture, soil science, forestry, land
degradation, mega cities and ecological cartography.
The Applied Spectroscopy (AS) team from the DFD Land-Application department
(DFD-LA) is specialized in the study of surfaces' spectral properties. The campaign
management and the data processing chains of the ISO-9001 certified DLR's user
service OpAiRS (Optical Airborne Remote Sensing and Calibration Facility) is
managed by team AS. It thus disposes of different hyperspectral airborne sensors in
conjunction with a fleet of research aircrafts, sensor calibration facilities and an
automated data processing chain. Over the last decade, these facilities have been
successfully used to perform hyperspectral flight campaigns over Europe (e.g. EUfunded project HySens or ESA-funded DAISEX campaigns).
Operated hyperspectral systems include HyMap, ROSIS and, from 2012 onwards, a
new advanced instrument: HySpex. As a future perspective, the German spaceborne
hyperspectral mission (EnMAP) is planned to be launched in 2015. This joint GFZ and
DLR initiative aims at providing high quality spectroscopic data on a global scale.
These air- and spaceborne measurements systems are backed up by field and
laboratory spectroradiometric measurement capacities.
Besides these operational commitments, the applied spectroscopy team is also
strongly involved in product and capacities developments and related international
and national projects such as EUFAR and Hyper-I-Net
BRGM is France’s leading public institution in the Earth Science field for the
sustainable management of natural resources (including mineral resources) and
surface and subsurface risks. The various roles of BRGM can be described as
follows: technological research and development and innovation; support for public
policies and citizen information; international cooperation and development aid; safety
and monitoring of former mining sites. The Mineral Resources Division (coordinator of
the project) activity covers the whole spectrum of the management of mineral
resources, from fundamental research (e.g. ore forming processes, metallogenic
syntheses, predictive mapping, etc.), including exploration, expertise, development of
geological and mining infrastructures, management of after mine problems, to raw
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material economy. The Environmental and Process Division will be involved in the
project too. For a better management of water, polluted sites and soils, and waste,
this division draws up methodological guides and technical standards, develops
decision-aid tools, develops "clean technologies" for treating soil, water and waste,
and offers professional training to those responsible for managing polluted sites in
France.
BRGM is currently coordinating six FP7 projects and participant in eight. It
coordinates in particular the GEOSS dedicated projects AEGOS and EUROGEOSS.
It coordinated fourteen FP6 projects (including BioMinE, BIOSHALE and EOLANDEG) and participated in twenty seven FP6 projects (including HOLIWAST). The
coordinator was the Coordinator of the FP5 MINEO project (Monitoring and assessing
the environmental Impact of mining in Europe using advanced Earth Observation
Techniques) and of the FP6 EO-LANDEG (Earth Observation initiative in a former
homeland of South Africa in support of EU activities in land degradation and
integrated catchment management) Specific Support Action.
Wuppertal Institute (WI) explores and develops models, strategies and instruments
to support a sustainable development at local, national and international levels. It
employs about 120 people. Sustainability science at the WI focuses on ecology and
its relation to economy and society. The Research Group on Material Flows and
Resource Management develops (i) Integrated analysis and assessment of the
industrial metabolism and land use; (ii) Resource use scenarios; (iii) Policy relevant
indicators and targets; (iv) Guidelines and evaluation schemes of resource policies.
The group has developed methods for analysis and assessment of the industrial
metabolism, with a focus on options to increase resource efficiency, considering
systems-wide, trans-boundary resource requirements at different levels of the
economy. The research group has initiated and supported scientific networks such as
the International Society for Industrial Ecology. It has contributed to official reporting
of the EU on material flows, resource use and efficiency through EUROSTAT and the
European Environment Agency (EEA). It is consortium member of the EEA
Environmental Topic Centre on Sustainable Consumption and Production (ETCSCP). Scientists of the research group are involved in several research projects for
the European Commission and the European Parliament. The research group is
involved in a number of EU Framework Programme projects relevant for the project,
such as Sustainability A-Test (Advanced Techniques for Evaluation of Sustainability
Assessment Tools), MATISSE (Methods and Tools for Integrated Sustainability
Assessment), CALCAS (Co-ordination Action for Innovation in Life-Cycle Analysis for
Sustainability) and FORESCENE (Indicator-Based Evaluation of Interlinkages
between Different Sustainable Development Objectives) on this project they are the
consortium leader. Relevant to earth observation is the FP6 project “Global
Monitoring for Environmental and Security (GMES) Network of Users” (GNU). In GNU
the Wuppertal Institute is further developing a methodology for connecting Earth
Observation with policies, which will also be applied in this project. In addition, the
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research group had developed footprinting indicators within the context of EU
resource use accounting.
The Mineral Industry Research Organization (MIRO) is a leading international
collaborative research and technological development (RTD) facilitator and provider
of project management services to the minerals and related industries.
Since its formation in 1974, MIRO has established and managed more than 200
major technical RTD projects with a combined value of over £50M. MIRO has
demonstrated specific experience in RTD related to mineral exploration, mining and
mineral extraction, mineral processing, environmental technologies, waste
management, new materials, land reclamation and information technology. MIRO
managed research activities delivering industrially relevant, sustainable, technological
solutions worldwide.
British Geological Survey (BGS) is the world’s oldest national geological survey. A
public sector organization and the UK’s premier earth science centre, it provides
impartial geologic advice to governments, industry, academia and the public. BGS is
part of the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC), the UK’s leading body for
research and monitoring in environmental science. BGS International has worked
extensively for the key development agencies including the UK Department for
International Development (DFID), World Bank, European Union, Development
Banks, World Health Organization and United Nations agencies. All BGS’s
International scientific activities are directed toward development issues such as
sustainable resource development, the protection of people and the natural
environment from geological hazards, quality of life and poverty alleviation.
BGS has a long history of involvement in the application of Earth Observation
technologies to mining. BGS was one of the core partners in the EC FP5 project
MINEO, developing the application of hyperspectral data to mine waste
characterization and monitoring. The two key MINEO personnel will be involved in
EU-MINERS. BGS has also been involved in the European Space Agency (ESA)
GMES Service Element Terrafirma, developing ground motion monitoring for a range
of environments, including mine sites. For the past three years it has led efforts by
participating geological surveys and engineering organizations to understand geologic
causes of motion at all Terrafirma study sites, as well as operating two sites itself and
overseeing a major activity on the validation of PSInSAR data. GMES projects are the
mainstay of Europe’s contribution to the Group on Earth Observations and the
building of the Global Earth Observing System of Systems. BGS are active in GMES
in other ways, too; for example, participating in and leading a work package for the
EC FP6 GMES Network of Users, GNU. Within FP7, they lead the GEOSS work
package within the African EU Georesource Observing System (AEGOS).
CGS is one of the National Science Councils of South Africa and is the legal
successor of the Geological Survey of South Africa. The strategic context within which
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the CGS operates has been defined by a number of key factors, including its
legislative mandate and any changes thereof, the need to contribute towards
Government’s efforts to deal with the multitude of challenges it faces and strategies it
needs to implement, as well as the need for the CGS to contribute towards broader
regional and continental objectives in relation to geoscience.
CGS is tasked with establishing a national investigative and application capacity
which seeks to understand and produce knowledge about earth systems so as to
bolster the nation’s ability to: manage its marine, land, water, energy and mineral
resources; generate wealth through the identification and safeguarding of new mineral
deposits, thereby contributing to the economic development of South Africa;
contribute to the provision of comprehensive knowledge about the natural resource
environments, their condition and hazard potential; and promote the efficient and
effective use of the environment and its natural resources. The CGS is also
committed to helping eradicate poverty by providing assistance to small scale mining
projects, and plays a strategic role in the generation of geoscience knowledge in the
Southern African Development Community (SADC) and on the African continent via
the African Mining Partnership and proposed and a contribution towards the
establishment of the Organization of African Geological Surveys in order to foster
partnership amongst geoscience institutions. The CGS also undertakes international
projects and cooperates with a range of international geological and other
organizations.
Geological Survey of Slovenia (GeoZS) is a public research institute established by
the Government of the Republic of Slovenia. GeoZS is central geological organization
in the country. Its main objective is to provide and store geoscientific information of
the Republic of Slovenia. The organizational units of GeoZS are following
departments: Sedimentology & Mineralogy & Petrology, Paleontology & Stratigraphy,
Mineral Resources, GIS, Geological Maps, Geochemistry & Environmental Geology
and Hydrogeology, where research and expertise are carried out. Geoscientific
information is a basis for the solution of nation’s major issues, such as health and
environmental protection, drinking water supply, protection against natural hazards,
urban planning, exploration and assessment of natural resources as well as planning
of their use. Geological Survey of Slovenia collects and stores geological data within
a modern geological information system, but mostly in more than 30.000 expert
reports and research projects stored in its archive.
GeoZS has an important role in the decision making process for mining rights and
monitoring of impacts of exploitation (environmental and social footprints of mineral
extraction), furthermore in maintaining mineral resources databases, setting ground
for sound minerals management, and carrying out different expertise for mineral
planning. In addition the GIS department manages GIS related databases and maps
such as hydrogeological, geochemical, geological, minerals and others. It also
focuses on satellite images manipulation and interpretation and developing risk
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assessment methods (geohazard) by combining satellite imagery with related
geological data. Moreover, with the help of PSInSAR permanent scatters new
interpretation of tectonic environment in western part of Slovenia has been made, and
also on some extent monitoring of large landslides is carried out.
University of Versailles Saint Quentin (UVSQ): The international centre REEDS
(Recherches en Economie-Ecologie, Eco-innovation et ingénierie du Développement
Soutenable) is a multi-disciplinary research group at the Université de Versailles
Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines (UVSQ) in France. The activities of REEDS include the
following:


Dynamics of socio-economic and environmental systems



Economic and environmental valuation & sustainability indicators (at micro,
meso and macro scales)



Eco-innovation strategies and Corporate Social Responsibility



Decision and deliberation support in private and public sector contexts and for
collective choice



Monitoring and information systems for socio-economic and environmental
values



These are carried out by the use of various methods as follows:



Integrated ecological economics modeling and Integrated environmental
assessment



Techniques for quantitative
environmental accounting)



Geographical information systems (GIS) and spatial/territorial analyses



Technological and Social Foresight, Scenario analyses and Risk assessment



Interactive multimedia techniques
KerBabel™ suite of on-line tools)



Multi-criteria and multi-actor evaluation methods



Participative methods, deliberation and Action-research

analysis

(econometrics,

(knowledge

economic

partnerships

and

and

the

The members of REEDS have established a wide profile of research activities
centered on ecological economics and sustainable development. They are prominent
in European research projects, notably on the science/society interface and in
integrated environmental assessment. In collaboration with FONDaTERRA and the
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International Chair ECONOVING, they have established a strong profile in France for
action research for eco-innovation and territorial sustainable development. Other
aspects of work include capacity building North-South activities, participation in expert
advisory networks (e.g., green accounting, radioactive wastes, and integrated
assessment) and research-led teaching. Work is carried out in both English and
French, with some individual capabilities in several other European languages.
A feature of REEDS is the design and exploitation of multimedia knowledge mediation
and learning tools (trademark KerBabel™) in research partnerships (e.g., the
Deliberation Matrix, and interactive multimedia deliberation support tools for
agriculture, biodiversity, coastal zone management and climate change domains) and
teaching (the Brocéliande system of on-line teaching resources).
The Czech Geological Survey (CzechGS), is an internationally recognized research
institute covering a wide range of geo-scientific topics and services at both levels,
national and international as well. It is a state budget organization, the resort research
institute of the Ministry of the Environment. The CzechGS is the only institution the
mission of which is the systematic research of the geological composition in the
extent of the entire territory of the Czech Republic focusing on basic research and
applied geological research as well. The main fields of expertise include geological
mapping and research, study of mineral resources and their economic potential,
mining impact assessment, geochemistry, environmental studies, applied geology,
hydrogeology and natural hazards.
The main activities of the CzechGS can be briefly described as follows:


Research, utilization and protection of natural mineral resources considering
the preservation of an ecological balance between the environment and
human activity



Research and expert operation in the area of geohazards and environmental
loads



Collecting, management,
information



Maintaining of accredited laboratories and developing new analytical methods
of organic and inorganic geochemistry



Cooperation with universities and other research institutes



Education and promotion of natural sciences and environmental protection



Expert support for decision-making in the state and public interest affairs
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The CzechGS is a member of such international bodies as EuroGeoSurveys,
FOREGS (Forum of European Geological Surveys) and ICOGS (International
Consortium of Geological Surveys).

Besides regional geological projects, Czech Geological Survey has been carried
research under numerous geoecological projects focusing on acidification of the
environment (BIOGEOMON), geological hazards in terms of slope instability
(ISPROFIN), mining and processing ore risks (PECOMINES, JRC Ispra), mining
impacts (Sokolov&Karlovy Vary Agglomeration, the Territory Affected by Mining and
Fabrication of Mineral Material - Affection and Recovery of Essentials Functions of the
Environment, R&D project of the Czech Ministry of the Environment, 2004-2006). The
CzechGS
has
been
administrating
successful
projects
under
the auspices of the national program of foreign development aid (the so called
CzechAid) while aiming at assessment and evaluation of mining risks and geological
hazards in such countries as Zambia, Burkina Faso, Namibia, Nicaragua, El Salvador
and Peru.
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Appendix 3: EO-MINERS Missions procedures - expertise &
responsibility
Sensors expertise
Table 23 summarizes the EO-MINERS participants' sensor expertise knowledge according to the following legend: The “i” letter
indicates that the institute has the knowledge of expertise of this sensor but is not going to use this knowledge in the EOMINERS project. The “u” letter indicate that the institute has the knowledge of expertise of this sensor and is going to use this
knowledge in the EO-MINERS project
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u

BRGM

u

u

u

i

u

i

BGS

u

u

u

i

i

u

CGS

i

i

i

u

u

u

u

u

WI
MIRO

u

u

u
u

GEOZS
UVSQ
CzechGS
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i

Other

u

u

3SHED

u

ALERT

DLR

Thermal
sensor
systems

u

Radar
(airborne
/satellite)

Multi spectral
data

u

Airborne
radiometric
sensors

Hyperspectral
Data

TAU

High spatial
resolution
Sensor

Participant

Aeromagnetic
sensors

Table 23: Participants' sensors related expertise
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Mission planning responsibility
According to the participants’ expertise, responsibilities were agreed: each one of the partners in Table 24 will create the mission
planning procedure within its sensor responsibility according to a template.

DLR

DLR
/
TAU

3SHED

CGS

ALERT

CGS

Thermal sensor
systems

CGS

(airborne
/satellite)

CGS

Radar

EM sensors

High spatial
resolution
Sensor
DLR / TAU

Resistivity
sensors

TAU / DLR

Airborne
radiometric

TAU/
DLR

Aeromagnetic
sensors

Responsibility

Multi spectral
data

Hyperspectral
Data

Table 24: Mission planning responsibility

BGS

TAU

* DLR has operated the HyMAP system and has been in charge (with TAU) for the AHS system and has supported CGS for the
planned HS / LIDAR survey. TAU has been in charge of mission planning preparations, pre and post processing stages of the
imaging data (with DLR).
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Sensor equipment responsibility & Site allocation
The expert partners in specific sensors obtain the knowledge in operating the appropriate equipment to activate in the campaign.
Since there is a budget limitation in the project, the different sensors are allocated between the different three sites according to
Table 25
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TerraSAR:
DLR

IKONOS,
QuibBird,
WV II
: DLR

CGS

CGS

CGS

CGS

TAU
Initial measurements
were taken in the last
campaign

TIR hand held
camera: DLR,
Airborne TIR:
DLR&TAU
proposal to
EUFAR

TerraSAR:
DLR

BGS
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3SHED

ALERT

Thermal sensor
systems

Radar
(airborne
/satellite)

TAU

Airborne
radiometric

AOL-ATD,
CGS

EM sensors

RSA

Resistivity
sensors

TAU
ALI
Data was
downloaded
ASTER is
available as
well

Aeromagnetic
sensors

2 ASD: DLR,
Fight,
Campaign:
DLR,
Hyperion:
TAU
Only 2009
data

High spatial
resolution
Sensor

Multi spectral
data

Sokolov

Participant

Hyperspectral

Table 25: Sensor equipment responsibility & site allocation

TAU
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Kyrgyzstan

TAU

CAIAG

TAU

Hyperion:
TAU

Appendix 4: Auxiliary data and logistics lists
Auxiliary data
Table 26 contains a short list of auxiliary data that is essential for the understanding of pollutants dynamics in a given
environment.

Responsibility
Sokolov/RSA

General

Notes - Sokolov

Notes - General

Table 26: Auxiliary Data

A

Specific site environmental issues such as: known polluted areas (soil, water, crops), regional
health statistics, observed environmental changes etc.

CzechGS,
/CGS

B

Population density in the region (general density and distribution)

CGS

C

Protected areas in the region (nature reserves)

CGS

D

General climatic data (yearly & seasonal averages)

CzechGS/CGS

E

Hydrological data (run-off, aquifers & drainage basin maps, water quality & composition)

CzechGS/CGS
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Logistics
Table 27 contains a list of necessary logistic issues, all of which must be prepared in advance for the successful completion of
the mission.
Table 27: Logistics
General

Notes General

Notes
Sokolov

Responsibility
Sokolov/RSA

A

Chemical laboratory facility

B

FTP server for data exchange

DLR/CGS

C

Access permissions for all sites
(mines, calibration, validation)

CzechGS/CGS

D

E-mail & telephone listing of
mission participants

DLR/CGS

E

Customs clearances
equipment

F

Country entry visas for teams (if
needed)
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Analysis of moisture, organic
matter & mineral content

-

CzechGS /CGS

field
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G

Accommodation,
vehicle
equipment arrangements

H

Water & sandwiches for field teams
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Appendix 4: ASD –FieldSpec Pro- Spectral
Measurements
Operational Instructions
1. Introduction
ASD measurements during the EO-MINERS project are carried out by a large
number of participants, each of which using self developed methods and
configuration and in some cases also different instrument. This can cause disorder
and unexplained gaps or errors when comparing and analyzing the results of two or
more participants. The goal of this document is to minimize those gaps by
suggesting standard working methods for EO-MINERS ASD field measurements.

2. Measurements day working steps
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3. Target selection
1.1.

General
Three types of targets should be measured in each field campaign:
a)

Calibration targets, used for radiometric and atmospheric correction of airborne/space-borne images.
b) Validation targets, used to validate the quality of the corrected images.
c) Materials of interest, used for thematic mapping procedures.

1.2.

Calibration & Validation targets

Calibration & validation Targets should be as homogenous as possible
Calibration & validation Targets should be flat (not on a slope)
Calibration & validation Targets should be "free" during the image acquisition time
(e.g. parking lot without cars, no games in sport courts etc.)
Calibration & validation targets should cover an area of at least 3X3 pixels of the
air-borne mission.
Calibration targets should be featureless in the spectral zone to be investigated
with a wide range of albedo levels.
Calibration targets should not be vegetation or water
Calibration targets examples: asphalt, concrete, salt, sand, gravel, limed and
painted surfaces, tin or painted tin
Validation targets should be spectrally variable. Those targets should have
spectral features in the VIS-SWIR1-SWIR2 region (e.g. vegetation, soil, manmade
materials etc.)

1.3.

Research ground spectral library – End Members targets

Measurements of materials of interest should be taken in situ. These targets
represent specific materials related to mining activity such as waste piles, polluted
soil etc.
Important notice: Target selection should be done in advance.
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4. Preparation
a. Connect computer to the ASD
b. Turn the ASD on, at least 60 min before operation
c. Turn the computer on
d. Install a fore optics to your requirement. Turn on contact probe at least 15
minutes before initial use.
e. Check fiber optics safety and connection to the grip pistol
f.

Create a proper directory for your mission

g. Prepare a documentation paper for reporting measurement process
(according to Annex A "Writing Files for ASD measurements")
h. Select the following parameters: 30 readings for sample, white reference (WR)
and dark current (20 readings in case of strong wind)
i.

Select a mode for your mission (reflectance, radiance)

j.

Wear black clothing

5. Using two or more spectrometers at the same campaign
a.

Install a Contact Probe

b.

Run optimization (each team uses its own spectralon)

c.

Take radiance measurement of the spectralon and save the result

d.

Compare radiance results of all ASDs

e.

Run a White Reference procedure and save the result (the WR signal should be
flat with a value of 1.0).

f.

Compare WR results of all ASDs in order to check proper functionality (in the
same PC).

g.

See the following table for 2b-6b stages for summary procedure
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Procedure

ASD1

ASD2

ASD3

1

Optimization

Spectralon1

Spectralon2

Spectralon3

2

Radiance

Spectralon1

Spectralon2

Spectralon3

3

WR

Spectralon1

Spectralon2

Spectralon3

4

Go no go for
ASD

5

Optimization

Spectralon2,3

Spectralon1

Spectralon1

6

Radiance

Spectralon2,3

Spectralon1

Spectralon1

7

WR

Spectralon2,3

Spectralon1

Spectralon1

h.

Transfer all cross measurements data to one computer for cross reference
reflectance calibration.

i.

Measure the standard sample (Formica) and spectralon (5 measurements in 2
minutes intervals, 10 minutes in total) to check instrument stability.

j.

Transfer all measurements data to one computer for cross reference reflectance
calibration.

k.

Repeat all stages with a pistol grip.

6. Calibration when using only one spectrometer
a.

Optimize the spectrometer against spectralon: Point the optic head to the center of
the spectralon and make sure no adjacency interferences

b.

Measure WR

c.

Measure a standard sample to assure the ASD is ready for measurement
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7. Measurements
a.

Make sure all your measurements will be at the same position to the sun
(recommended same position of the airborne sensor to the sun)

b.

Photo the area by digital camera

c.

Fill documentation as follows: sample number, measurement numbers, GPS
coordination, any comments on both the measurement and the targets

d.

Take measurement in NADIR with a height of approximately 1m.

e.

Select targets that are uniform in 3X3 pixel size

f.

Cover the 3x3 pixel size with of about 8-13 spectra taken randomly

g.

Measure the standard sample after measuring each target

h.

Run measurements in reflectance and radiance (radiance only in calibration
targets) configurations (automatic in the new version of the ASD software).

i.

Measure spectralon every 5 minutes, if the spectrum is not a straight line –
optimize the spectrometer and run WR. If spectrum is a straight line only run WR
and repeat your measurement from 2.

8. Analysis
a.

Average all spectra taken for a given sample.

b.

Define outliers

c.

If the area has been defined homogeneous omit outliers with (standard deviation)
SD higher than 6%

9. Recommendation
a.

Take at least two targets within the area at the same flight hour in Radiance mode.

b.

Measure if possible also information from a Sun Photometer
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Appendix 5: Spectral Measurements Form
1. Full version documentation form
Section A – GENERAL INFORMATION
Project name:

Country:

Calibration use:

Yes

Latitude:

No

°

´

Region:

Observer(s):

´´

Longitude:

Additional information:

Date:
°

´

´´

Altitude

m

(Middle-european mediterranean artic desert coastal

Environment description:

)

Weather description:
Section B – EQUIPMENT USED
Spectrometer:
Fore optic:

ASD-DFD

1°

3°

Light source:

ASD-IMF
5°

8°

Sun

Other
18°

Specify:
Other:

°

Reflectance probe

White stand.:
Bare fiber - FOV:

Spectralon A
Spectralon B
Additional information:
°

Tripod

Section C – TARGET INFORMATION
Rock

Soil

Igneous

Soil type:

Sedimentary

Soil colour:

Metamorphic

Humus content:

Vegetation
Specie:
Dry

Growing

Flowering

Moisture:

Mineral

Water

Other

Speci
f

Section D – MEASUREMENTS
Type:

Radiance

Averaging:

Optimisation

Optimisation
ID

Name
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Reflectance

DN

White reference
White reference
Photo (tick or name)

Emissivity

Additional information:

Spectra
Measurement height:

Time

Additional

Check 100 %
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2. Compact version documentation form
Explanation: Each file name should be composed in the following way: the first two
characters rep resent the team number (e.g. t3), underline, the initials of the area, as
decided in the morning briefing (e.g. Jakaru Park: JK), measurement number (given
automatically by the ASD software). White reference measurements should be saved
and named WR.
File name example: t3_JK7
GPS: GPS Devices should be configured to the global coordinates system in a
decimal mode. Readings should be compared in the beginning of the measurements
session.
Example table:
No
.

File name

1

t3_JK_W
R0

2

t3_JK1

3

t3_JK2

4

t3_JK3

5

t3_JK4

6

t3_JK5

7

t3_JK6
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Descripti
on

Coordinates (GPS)

Time
(30
minutes
interval
s)

note
s

10:00
Grass
near the
river

50.212821N/12.62672
1E

Dark soil
containing
organic
matter

50.212375N/12.62652
4E

10:30
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Appendix 6: Example for an airborne campaign
summary report

HyEurope 2009 Summary Report

Author(s)

S. Weide

Reviewer

M. Bachmann

Document ID

2009HyEurope-CRT

Classification

public

Issue number

1.0
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Changes to this document
Issue Date
1.0

Changed Parts, Comments

01.09.2009 First issue
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Scope of the Document
The following document describes the HyEurope 2009 campaign including the
characteristics of the HyMap sensor and the campaign schedule. Furthermore, it
describes the specific flight planning and data processing for the individual projects.


Introduction

Since 1998 HyVista Corp. and DLR have regularly carried out joint airborne campaigns
utilising HyVista's imaging spectrometer HyMap.
In the year 2009 a European campaign with HyMap took place between 27th of July and
4th of September.
The instrument was operating out of DLR's research center Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
on board of the Do 228-212 aircraft.
Approximately 90 hyperspectral data sets have been acquired in 5 different European
countries.
Quicklooks
of
the
recorded
data
can
be
found
at:
http://www.opairs.aero/hymap2009_en.html

Fig. 1 Geographic distribution of the survey areas of HyEurope 2009. Source of
background image: GoogleEarth.
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The instrument was calibrated before the beginning of the flight campaign at
Oberpfaffenhofen using HyVista calibration gear. This calibration cycle including spectral
and radiometric characterisation, the initial installation in the Do 228 aircraft and the
sensor operation during the first test flights has been carried out by HyVista and DLR. In
the course of the campaign DLR took over the sensor operation and handling.
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HyMap Airborne Imaging Sensor
The HyMap sensor is an airborne imaging system that is used for earth resources
remote sensing. It records a digital image of the earth’s sunlit surface underneath the
aircraft but unlike standard aerial cameras, the HyMap records images in a large number
of wavelengths. In essence, the HyMap is an airborne spectrometer and like
spectrometers used in analytical chemistry, it can detect and identify materials by the
spectral features contained in the recorded data.
The HyMap records an image of the earth’s surface by using a rotating scan mirror
which allows the image to build line by line as the aircraft flies forward. The reflected
sunlight collected by the scan mirror is then dispersed into different wavelengths by four
spectrometers in the system. The spectral and image information from the
spectrometers is digitised and recorded on tape.
To minimise distortion induced in the image by aircraft pitch, roll and yaw motions, the
HyMap is mounted in a gyro-stabilised platform. While the platform minimises the effects
of aircraft motion, small image distortions remain. These residual motions are monitored
with a 3 axis gyro, 3 axis accelerometer system (IMU – Inertial Measurement Unit). The
system currently used with the HyMap is a Boeing C-MIGITS II.
Associated with the actual HyMap optical system is an electronics sub-system which is
rack mounted in the aircraft. This electronics sub-system provides the sensor with power
and contains a computer system that controls the data acquisition process. There is a
touch screen monitor used by the operator to set data acquisition parameters, start and
stop recording, view the image as it is being acquired and review various engineering
status indicators (power, temperature etc.).
The HyMap system has been designed to operate in aircraft that have standard aerial
photo-ports. The angular width of the recorded image is 61.3 degrees or about 2.3 km
when operating 2000m above ground level. Typically, the spatial resolution achieved
with the HyMap is in the range 3x3 to 10x10 m² but always depends on the used aircraft.
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The general technical specifications of the HyMap system are given in the tables below:
Spatial Configurations
IFOV

2.5 mr along track
2.0 mr across track

FOV

61.3 degrees (512 pixels)

Swath

2.3 km at 5m IFOV (along track)
4.6 km at 10m IFOV (along
track)

Table 1

HyMap Spatial Parameters

Typical Spectral Configuration
Module

Spectral range

Bandwidth across FWHM
module

VIS

0.45 – 0.89 µm

15 – 16 nm

15 nm

NIR

0.89 – 1.35 µm

15 – 16 nm

15 nm

SWIR1

1.40 – 1.80 µm

15 – 16 nm

13 nm

SWIR2

1.95 – 2.48 µm

18 – 20 nm

17 nm

Table 2

HyMap Spectral Performance
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The following figure shows the HyMap mounted in its stabilised platform on a Do 228212 aircraft.

Fig. 2 Cooling mounted HyMap with liquid nitrogen
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Description of Data Products
In operation, the HyMap sensor records 128 spectral bands. However, the delivered
data contains 125 bands because the first band of the first spectrometer, the overlapping
band between spectrometer 1 and 2 and the last band are deleted during the preprocessing.
All image data are delivered as ENVI compatible binary files (e.g. a BSQ file with ENVI
header file). Data collected during the HyEurope 2009 campaign is delivered on DVD.
The actual files delivered will vary from client to client depending on specifics of the
survey contract.


Level 1 Product Files

The following products are generated during the system correction and radiometric data
processing (Level 1).

Table 3

File Type

Description

*rad.bsq

Image data, 125 channels x 512 pixels x N
lines

*rad.hdr

ENVI compatible header file

*.gps

UTC time, position and attitude per image line

*.jpg

Quicklook image, RGB

*_QC_report.txt

Quality control report on each dataset

*_QC_flags

Quality flag image, 14 channels x 512 pixels x
N lines

*_QC_flags.hdr

ENVI header file for quality flag image

hymap09_final.c
al

Inflight calibration file (ATCOR format, see
below for description)

Generated Products

“filename”rad.bsq
This file refers to a 125 bands, 512 pixel wide image in BSQ format that has been
converted to physical units of at-sensor radiance in µW / (cm² sr nm).
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The in-flight recorded DN (digital numbers) have been corrected for dark
current/electronic offsets and converted to radiance using laboratory radiometric
calibration information and in-flight measurements of the on-board calibration lamp.
When converting data from real numbers to integer, HyVista Corp first rescales the data
to preserve dynamic range, especially in the SWIR range. This rescaling involves
multiplying bands 1 – 62 by 1000 and bands 63 – 126 by 4000. After scaling, the data is
converted to integer format.
The wavelength and bandwidth (in nanometres) information is imbedded in the ENVI
header file (*.hdr).
The HyMap sensor has 4 spectrometers (VIS, NIR, SWIR1 and SWIR2), each producing
32 spectral bands of imagery. The VIS and NIR provide contiguous sampling across the
900 nm region. In fact, the spectrometers are set up to provide a slight overlap in the
long wavelength region of the VIS spectrometer and the short wavelength region of the
NIR spectrometer.
Image data is written to DVD in band order from the VIS to the NIR to the SWIR1 to the
SWIR2 spectrometer and this leads to the bands being in wavelength order except at the
VIS – NIR overlap.
Typically, band 30 (the last band of the VIS spectrometer) of the radiance data will have
a wavelength larger than band 31 (the first band of the NIR spectrometer).
When radiance spectra are plotted as a Z-profile in ENVI, the line of the plot is
connected to the data points in band order, not wavelength order. This can give a
“strange” appearance to the plot in the VIS-NIR overlap region.

“filename”.gps
The *.gps file is a multi-column ASCII file derived by HyVista Corp. proprietary software,
which synchronises times and generates an output which is indexed by scan line
number. The table below shows the list of output parameters.

Parameters

Example

Description

Line

1

Scan line number

UTC Time

48835.0462/20/5/200
4

GPS
output
Time of day in seconds/day/month/year

VME Time

929386852.0

Internal computer tick time in microseconds
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CMIGITS
Time

2048825953.1

Internal CMIGITS time in microseconds

Latitude

48.03321015

GPS
output
Decimal degrees (positive = north, negative =
south)

Longitude

11.28140200

GPS
output
Decimal degrees (positive = east, negative =
west)

Altitude

2970.79892155

GPS
Meters above MSL

output

Pitch

0.22235917

IMU
Decimal degrees (positive = nose up)

output

Roll

0.54269902

IMU
output
Decimal degrees (positive = right wing up)

Heading

0.37774316

IMU
output
Decimal degrees (positive = N-E-S direction,
negative = N-W-S direction)

True Track

1.00507651

GPS
Decimal degrees (0 to 360)

output

Ground
Speed

72.90907700

GPS
Meters / second

output

Sat

5

Number of satellites being received

DGPS

1

DGPS
1
=
DGPS
0 = no DGPS received

Table 4

being

status
received

List of output parameters

All of the above timing, position and pointing information has been referenced to the end
of the image scan line.
Please note: For the HyEurope2009 campaign, no DGPS was provided by HyVista due
to technical reasons. Using the attitude information as well as the normal GPS signal,
geocoding was achieved with a slightly reduced accuracy (typical RMS-error in position
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better than 3 to 4 pixels instead of 2 pixels). In any case, if you have problems with the
data, please let us know.

The parameters of the GPS file are derived as follows.
Once per second, the GPS receiver generates an interrupt signal. At the time of this
interrupt, the system records the VME time (referred to as tick time) and the CMGITS
time, both in microseconds. The GPS receiver then sends UTC time, lat, long, altitude
etc. to the system referenced to the time of the interrupt signal.
At the end of each image scan line, VME time is recorded. The CMIGITS sends pitch,
roll and heading information to the system at a 10 Hz rate and time tagged with
CMIGITS time.
The program uses the CMIGITS and VME tick times to synchronise (and interpolate) the
other parameters, including UTC time, to the time corresponding to the end of a scan
line.
One question that might arise is “if the time is referenced to the end of the image scan
line, what positional difference occurs from the centre pixel of the scan line to the end
pixel?”
In the following table, the relationship between scan rate (lines per second) and along
track positional difference between middle and end pixel is shown.

Line
Rate Time period per Difference(centre to
(lines
per scan line (pixel 1 last pixel) at 100 Kts
second)
to pixel 512) in
milliseconds

Difference
Difference
(centre
to (centre to
last pixel) at last pixel)
120 Kts
at 140 Kts

8

42.6

1.05 m

1.3 m

1.5 m

10

34.1

1.35 m

1.0 m

1.2 m

12

28.4

0.7 m

0.85 m

1.0 m

14

24.3

0.6 m

0.75 m

0.85 m

16

21.3

0.55 m

0.65 m

0.75 m

Table 5
Relationship between rate and along track positional difference between
middle and end pixel
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Thus it can be seen that unless positional information and/or geo-correction is being
attempted at the metre or less precision, that the fact that the timing information
generated is referenced to the end of the scan line rather than the centre contributes
minimal error. The differences are smaller than the positional information derived from
the GPS and smaller than the accuracy of the IMU pointing information when traced to
actual ground positions.

*_QC_report.txt (BETA version)
This automatically generated ASCII text file includes basic information on the image, and
on auxiliary data including the *.gps file, the dark current and the internal calibration
lamp.
General parameters include date and time of acquisition, bounding box coordinates, and
the processor version. In case of clouds the number of pixels affected by clouds are
estimated. Please note the BETA status of this product, as the limitations listed in Table
6 below also apply.
*_qc_flags (BETA version)
The quality flag includes the per-pixel assessment of relevant parameters. An overview
is given in Table 6 below. Please note the BETA status of this product.
Parameter

Per pixel Data Value
/ per line

Overall Quality

Pixel

0:
no
1:
minor
2: major defects

Saturation

Pixel

Number of saturated bands

Zero Pixel

Pixel

Number of bands with data BETA – Likely to
value of zero or negative
include water pixels

Timestamp / Lat / Line
Lon / Altitude / Pitch
/ Roll / Heading /
Track / Speed
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Comment
defects Overall data quality
defects based
on
parameters
listed
below

0:
no
defects
1: minor defects within GPS
signal
2: major defects within GPS
signal

BETA – Likely to be
confused
with
clouds

Defects might be
caused by rapid
changes due to
platform instability
as well as missing
data
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GPS Sat.

Line

0:
no
defects
1: small number of GPS sat.
available

DGPS

Line

0:
no
1: no DGPS available

defects NOTE
that
no
DGPS
was
available during the
2009 campaign due
to technical reasons

Clouds

Pixel

0:
no
1: dense cloud

defects BETA – Likely to be
confused
with
saturated pixels.

Water
/
shadows
Table 6

Dark Pixel

0: no defects

BETA

1: Water pixel or dark shadow
Content of the QC image

hymap09_final.cal
To improve the radiometric calibration accuracy of imaging spectrometers, inflight
calibration (“vicarious calibration”) can be used.
Please note that HyMap L1 data is already calibrated by HyVista, so that this inflight
calibration is an additional fine-adjustment of the laboratory calibration values!
These inflight calibration values of this file are based on data acquisition over reference
targets and corresponding ground measurements by DLR. Furthermore these values
were afterwards validated on multiple scenes in order to guarantee suitable values for all
flightlines.
When using ATCOR4 for atmospheric correction, these values can be directly used as
an ATCOR calibration file. When using different atmospheric correction approaches,
these values can be used for an empirical line calibration.
The .cal file contains the inflight calibration values in tabulated ASCII format (i.e., offset
(c0) and gain (c1) values for each band, and the corresponding updated center
wavelengths (wvl, see also Table 7). Note that this calibration file adjusts only the gain
factors, thus all c0 values are set to zero.
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Level 2 Product Files

The following products are generated during the ortho-rectification and the atmospheric
correction of the image data (Level 2).

Table 7

File Type

Description

*geo.img

Ortho-rectified image data

*geo.hdr

ENVI compatible header file

*sca

Angular output file

*sca.hdr

ENVI compatible header file

*atm.bsq

Atmospherically corrected image data

*atm.hdr

ENVI compatible header file

*atm_geo.img

Ortho-rectified atmospherically corrected image
data

*atm_geo.hdr

ENVI compatible header file

*geo_atm.bsq

Ortho-rectified atmospherically corrected image
data

*geo_atm.hdr

ENVI compatible header file

*atm.log

Logfile of ATCOR

List of Level 2 Product Files

“filename”geo.img
Ortho-rectified radiance data performed with ORTHO based on the parametric model
using recorded attitude and flight path data (*.gps-file) in combination with a digital
terrain model (DEM). To correct for the boresight misalignment angles, a geometric
calibration is carried out every four weeks of the campaign. The result of this calibration
is taking into account.
If there is no DEM provided by the client a combination of elevation models derived of
different satellite missions (e.g. SRTM, ERS) serves as input for the geometric correction
of the data.
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The map projection of the ortho image is defined within the ENVI header file.

“filename”sca.bsq
File with the following two bands:
1. Scan angles. Negative values refer to the right hand part of the scan line with respect
to flight heading, positive for left hand part. Scale factor 100. The value 9100
indicates a background pixel.
2. Absolute azimuth angles (range 0-360 degree). Scale factor 10.

“filename”atm.bsq
Surface reflectance file with atmospheric correction performed with the ATCOR4 model
based on atmospheric lookup tables generated with the radiative transfer model
MODTRAN4.
For
more
information
about
the
ATCOR4
model
see
http://www.rese.ch/atcor/atcor4/.
The HyMap laboratory wavelength calibration was checked against absorption features
of atmospheric gases using a fitting algorithm. Spectral shifts of up to 1.7 nm were found
varying from spectrometer to spectrometer (Table 8). According to data tests, this shift is
assumed to be constant for the entire flight campaign. No significant influence on the
radiometric calibration of the sensor is expected from this shift.
The determined new centre wavelength values were used in the atmospheric correction.
Consequently, atmospherically corrected (and subsequently geocoded) data files will
have a slightly different wavelength compared to at-sensor radiance data.

Table 8
HyVista

Spectrometer

Shift of centre wavelengths in
nm

1

+ 1.69

2

+ 1.46

3

- 0.43

4

- 1.82
Spectral shifts values with respect to the original laboratory calibration of
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“filename”atm_geo.img
Ortho-rectified surface reflectance data, where the atmospheric correction has been
carried out first. This is the case for flat terrain.

“filename”geo_atm.bsq
Ortho-rectified surface reflectance data, where the atmospheric correction has been
carried after the ortho-rectification of the image data. This is the case for rugged terrain
(DEM required).

“filename”atm.log
ASCII file containing the atmospheric and processing parameters derived by ATCOR
during atmospheric correction.
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HyEurope 2009 Overall Schedule

July
16-17 Calibration
20

Mounting on DO228-212 (D-CFFU)

21-22 Testflights (Lake Starnberg, OP-Ref1)
27

Landau, Sokolov

29

KB-Ref2, Thüringer Wald, Halle

August
5

Karlsruhe, Merzalben, Pfälzer Bergland

6

Nordkirchen, Wahner Heide, Meckenheim

11

Mende, Garons, Fos sur Mer, Pezenas

12

Daimiel

13

Huelva

19

Northeim, Osnabrück, Aukrug, Halle3

20

Döberitz, Berlin, Demmin, Zwickau

24

Bonn/Köln, Meckenheim4

25

Freising, Bayerischer Wald5

27

Meckel

September

Table 9

1

Tuz Gölü

5

Demounting

HyEurope-Agenda 2009
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1

OP-Ref = Data Take of the Calibration Field in Oberpfaffenhofen

2

KB-Ref = Data Take of the Calibration Field in Kaufbeuren

3,4
5

Data retake due to bad quality at first flight
University of Würzburg and University of Applied Sciences Munich each 2 strips
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Data Processing Information

Name of Project

Sokolov, Czech Republic

Date of Acquisition

2009-07-27

Resampling Method (orthorectification)

-

Map projection

-

Geodetic datum

-

Strip Number

Flight Altitude ASL [m]

Scan
Frequency

Flight Heading [°]

Solar
[°]

1

2564

15

251

2

2553

15

3

2583

4

Solar Zenith [°]

Pixel Size [m]

174,5

58,9

~5

71

169,5

58,6

~5

15

251

157,3

57,3

~5

2583

15

251

141,5

54,1

~5

5

2562

15

252

165,5

58,3

~5

6

2580

15

71

153,1

56,7

~5

7

2581

15

71

145,2

55,0

~5

8

2568

15

71

161,1

57,9

~5

9

2578

15

251

149,5

56,0

~5

Table 10

Azimuth

Data Processing Information of the specific Project
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